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The Confederated Tribes of the Ijmatilla Indian Reservation have

begun a program aimed at increasing tribal participation in the farm-

ing of Reservation lands. This program is viewed by tribal leaders

as a means to regain control of Reservation lands for Indians. The

purpose of this study was to identify and evaluate the financial and

economic alternatives available to the Umatilla Farm Enterprise for

expanding tribal land ownership and farming operations.

An investigation of crop and marketing alternatives for the

Umatilia Reservation area indicated that wheat, which historically has

been the dominant crop grown in the area, together with green peas

and alfalfa are potential crop alternatives. Sugar beets, onions, and

carrots are agronomically suited for some Reservation lands, but

formidable marketing problems eliminated them from further

economic consideration in this study.
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A thorough examination was made of the alternative types and

sources of credit that are available for financing the expansion of the

farm enterprise. Regulations preventing the mortgage of Indian lands

held in trust by the federal government, as well as other factors,

have made it difficult for tribes 3nd individual Indians to provide

adequate loan security. Nevertheless, a variety of sources of credit,

both public and private, are available to Indians at present. Many of

these sources could potentially be used to help finance a tribal

agricultural enterprise.

The Indian Finance Act of 1974 has offered the possibility of

opening up new credit facilities, but tribes who have used or attempted

to use this source report the large amount of paperwork required to be

quite burdensome. The Farmer's Home Administration has a special

loan program designed to finance Indian land purchases. The terms

and conditions of these and other sources of finance are discussed

and compared.

Several farm enterprise expansion strategies were investigated

through the use of a simulation program which made ten-year pro

jections of costs, returns, and financial conditions. One stated tribal

goal is to expand the farm enterprise to 6,000 acres within the next

ten years. Simulation results indicate that to purchase all the land

required for such an expansion probably would not be financially



feasible. Nevertheless, given its current resources, the tribe is

fully capable of such an expansion if it is based on a well-planned

combination of land leasing and purchase.
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY OF AN
EXPANDED FARM ENTERPRISE FOR THE

UMATILLA INDIAN RESERVATION

I. INTRODUCTION

Today more than half of the American Indian population still

live on or near reservations. Unable to follow their ancestral life

style and unable or unwilling to live in the mainstream of American

society, reservation Indians dwell in impoverished conditions [Yap,

p. i]. Their poverty situation is unique in that, unlike other

minority populations, they possess natural resources of their reser-

vation lands, which conceivably can be used to help alleviate their

poverty.

The treaties of the mid-1800's between the U. S. and the many

Indian nations typically stated that the Federal government would be

responsible for protecting the Indian lands and people [AIPRC, p. i].

Often this was interpreted by government officials to mean that they

had the right and responsibility to control, for the Indians own good,

the use of reservation resources. Regulations stemming from this

paternalistic attitude have hindered attempts by Indian nations to

exercise the resource control necessary for their economic develop-

me nt.

This situation is further complicated by landownership patterns

that have evolved upon many reservations. Congressional Acts of the
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late l800Ts provided for the allotment of reservation lands to mdi-

vidual tribal members. The apparent intention of this legislation

was to stimulate Indian participation in farming; but a secondary effect

was to open reservation lands to leasing, homesteading, and even-

tually to sale to non-Indians [osu, 1976, p. zJ. Today three types of

landownership exist on many reservations: (1) tribally owned (trust)

land; (2) land owned by individual tribal members (allotted); and

(3) land owned by non-Indians (deeded). This fractionation in owner-

ship of the land base makes it difficult to organize any type of land

development scheme.

In recent years, there has emerged a great deal of public con-

cern for the impoverished condition of minority populations [Yap,

p. 1]. The Federal government is now trying to encourage the Indian

nations to develop their reservation resources. Programs which

favor Indian 1self -determination, " in lieu of government paternalism,

are being sponsored. 2 The development of one such program will be

the subject of this thesis.

The Slater Act of 1885 and the Dawes Act of 1887 are the main
laws. They are similar in content, but each pertains to different
reservations.

2lndian self-determination" is a term that has become popular
in recent years. It signifies a new government approach to Indian
development programs. In this new approach Indian leaders are
encouraged to create and organize their own development programs
with the support and guidance, rather than paternalistic domination,
of the Federal government.
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Tribal Farm Enterprise Development on the
Umatilla Indian Reservation

Today many Indian tribes are indeed beginning to play a more

active role in the development of the resources of their reservations.

One such instance is to be found on the Umatilla Indian Reservation of

Northeastern Oregon. Here a program is underway to increase

tribal participation in the farming of reservation lands.

The land base of the Umatilia Reservation is fractionalized

between trust, allotted, and deeded ownership. Over half of the land

within reservation boundaries is deeded to non-Indians [Roberts,

p. 10]. Of the 29, 000 acres of agricultural land still in Indian owner-

ship (trust and allotted land), 97 percent is operated by non-Indians

under lease agreements [CH2M Hill, 1973, p. 73]. As these figures

indicate, the Indians exercise very little control over the management

of their land resource. This lack of control is a source of frustration

to many tribal members. In 1964, an effort was begun by the Board

of Trustees of the Umatilla Indian Reservation to begin bringing

reservation land under direct tribal management. To coordinate this

effort, the Board appointed the Farm Enterprise Committee. One of

the prime responsibilities of the Committee is to review leases on

tribal lands. As the lease runs out, they decide whether to renew the

lease or take the land under direct tribal management. Presently,

the Committee farms nearly 1,300 of the 2,000 acres of tribally owned
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(trust) land. The Committee's farming operations are carried on

through the custom hiring of all cultural operations from a local

farmer. To date, the tribe's farming endeavors have met with

financial success, and they feel it is now time to begin a more rapid

expansion of their agricultural operation. The main objectives of this

proposed expansion are [osu, 1976, p. 5]:

1. To maintain as much land as possible in Indian ownership

(trust status).

2. To keep as much reservation land as possible in agriculture.

3. To acquire and manage lands in accordance with the tribal

land consolidation plan.

These goals deal with Indian control of reservation land.

Profits from the tribal agricultural enterprise are not mentioned.

Yet, to accomplish their goals, the Farm Enterprise Committee must

maintain financial solvency. Recognizing this need, the Confederated

Tribes of the Uniatilla Indian Reservation, with the support of a

Technical Assistance Grant from the Economic Development Adminis-

tration, contracted with the Department of Agricultural and Resource

Economics of Oregon State University to investigate the alternatives

available for expanding the tribal farming enterprise from its present

1,300 to at least 6,000 acres within the next ten years. This thesis

is one part of the OSU study.
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The problems which the Farm Enterprise Committee m.ist face

during the expansion effort are most complex. They involve historic,

cultural, social, and political relationships that are beyond the scope

of this study. Recognizing this limitatIon, a brief background of the

Umatilla Indian Reservation will now be presented.

Background

The Umatilla Indian Reservation was created in 1855 by the

signing of a treaty between the United States Government and the

Cayuse, Umatill,a, and Walla Walla Indian nations. At the time of its

creation, the reservation consisted of 295,900 acres located in

northeastern Oregon, just east of the town of Pendleton. The land

within the original reservation boundaries is of diverse topography,

varying from the fertile Pendleton Plains to the slopes and uplands of

the Blue Mountains. The Umatilla River flows across the reservation

in a westernly direction, forming a natUral dividing line between the

northern and southern reservation.

It was designated by the Treaty of 1855 that reservation lands

were to be set aside for the exclusive use of the Confederated Tribes

of the Umatilla Indian Reservation [CHZM Hill, 1973, p. 303]. But

the gently rolling slopes of the Pendletbn Plains are well suited to

agriculture and this quality gained the interest of the white farmer.

The Slater Act of 1885 and the Dawes Act of 1887 provided the legal



Figure 1. Location of the Umatilla Indian Reservation. Source:
Official Oregon Highway Map.
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opportunity non-Indian farmers needed to gain control of coveted

reservation lands. These Acts provided for the allotment of reserva-

tion land to individual tribal members. The stated intention of this

legislation was to stimulate Indian participation in farming. The

reasoning behind these Acts was that the individual Indian, as a land-

owner, would have more incentive to farm. But the Dawes and Slater

Acts also paved the way for homesteading, leasing land to non-Indians,

and eventually to the sale of reservation lands 10 non-Indians. Today,

55 percent of the land within current Umatilla Reservation boundaries,4

172,000 acres, is owned by non-Indians. Of the 29,000 acres of

agricultural land still in Indian ownership, 97 percent is leased to

non-Indians [CH2M Hill, 1973, p. 73]. Many tribal members are

alarmed by the loss of control of reservation lands that leasing brings

about.

The lease agreements are administered by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs. Indian allottees frequently complain that the BIA does an

inadequate job of supervising the lease agreements, particularly in

the area of land conservation {Shoeships]. Allottee owners are

frustrated by this apparent mismanagement, but have little legal

3Allotment of land on the Umatilla Reservation was through the
Slater Act.

4Slater Act resulted in diminished reservation boundaries.
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power to deal with the situation.

Control of allotted lands is further complicated by federal

government multiple heirship laws. To make wills is not a part of

the traditional Indian culture. Thus, upon the death of an allottee,

there often is no defined legal heir to the allotted land of the decreased.

This legal problem has been resolved by BIA operating procedure

which divides title to the allotted land among the deceased's next-of-

kin. It is not uncommon for an 80-acre parcel to be owned in corn-

mon by as many as 20 heirs of the original allottee [OSU, 1976, p. 3].

This division of landownership makes management of the resource

difficult, and is a prime reason why most allotted land is leased to

non -Indians.

Lack of participation in farming of their own land represents a

significant loss in potential income to Indian allottees. It has been

estimated that average per capita income for the reservation might be

raised by $200 to $500, assuming that the tribe or individual allot-

ment holders were to increase their involvement in farming [osu,

1976, p. 3]. In 1972, 47 percent of the tribal labor force of 240 were

unemployed [osu, 1976, p. 3]. The jobs that could be created by

increased tribal participation in farming would certainly be a major

step forward in dealing with this unemployment problem.

The benefits of greater income and employment are reasons why

the tribe may wish to increase its participation in farming of



reservation lands. But in recent years a new and, in the viewpoint of

the Indian community, more important reason has evolved. Urbani-

zation pressures from the city of Pendleton are rapidly spilling onto

reservation lands. The Indian heritage and culture finds open space

far more conducive to life and freedom than urban-sprawl from

adjacent non -Indian communities. Agricultural use of reservation

lands represents a means to halt urbanization and maintain open

space. Thus, the main goal of tribal agricultural expansion effort is

not purely monetary in nature. Rather, the prime objective is to

maintain those conditions which will help preserve the Indian culture

and heritage. A profitable tribal agricultural enterprise is important

in that it is a means towards achieving this goal. The Umatilla's

expansion effort may also be viewed as an attempt to reverse the old

trend of diminishing Indian potentials. A successful farm enterprise

would help the Indian people regain lost confidence and pride, and

perhaps create the foundation for the achievement of further tribal

development goals.

Purpose of Thesis

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the financial and

economic alternatives available to the Farm Enterprise Committee

for expanding the tribal agricultural operation. The specific objec-

tives are:
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1. Determine feasible crop alternatives suitable to reservation

conditions.

2. Determine sources and terms of finance available for Corn-

mittee use.

3. Analyze the viability of various expansion strategies with the

aid of a computer farm simulation model.

4. Develop a composite expansion strategy that offers the Farm

Enterprise Committee the best expected potential for

success.

Organization of Thesis

Chapter 11 presents an analysis of the potential crops which can

be grown on reservation lands. Sources and terms of finance are

evaluated in Chapter III. A computer farm simulation model that will

be used to analyze the financial and economic viability of various

expansion strategies is described in Chapter IV. The results of the

simulation runs are evaluated in Chapter V. Final recommendations

will be presented in Chapter VI.
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II. CROP ALTERNATIVES

This chapter will discuss the cropping alternatives available to

the Farm Enterprise Committee. In determining what crops may be

grown upon the reservation, both physical and socio -economic factors

must be considered. First, a brief description of the natural

resources of the reservation will be presented. Based on this discus-

sion, a list of crops which may be produced, based strictly on

agronomic considerations, is compiled. Available marketing chan-

nels for these crops are next evaluated. From this analysis a final

crop list for use in the economic investigation of Chapter V is derived.

Resource Evaluation

The first step in determining the optimum cropping pattern for

the reservation is to evaluate the resources which support and con-

strain production. The major physical factors that influence crop

production are topography, soil, and climate. These factors very

greatly across the reservation.

The topography of the reservation varies from rolling plains to

timbered mountain slopes. Elevation ranges from approximately

1000 to 4000 feet above sea level. The climate is temperate and

5Most of the reservation resource discussion is derived from
Roberts [1976].
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semi-arid. Summers are hot and dry, and winters are cold and wet.

The frost-free season varies from a maximum of 185 days on the

western edge to less than 120 days in the northeastern corner. The

landforms of the reservation may be divided into four areas: the

Pendleton Plains, the Blue Mountain Slopes the Blue Mountain

Uplands, and the stream bottomlands (Figure 2).

Farming difficulties (i. e. , inefficient machinery usages erosion,

etc.) caused by the steep slope of the land make most of the Blue

Mountain Slopes and Uplands more suitable for range or forest than

for farming. Shallow soil depths, excessive drainage flood hazards,

and high land values due to urbanization pressure severely limit the

attractiveness of the stream bottomlands for the purpose of agricul-

tural enterprise expansion. It is the fertile Pendleton Plains that

comprise the reservationTs best cropiands.

The soils of this region have been formed from windborn bess,

deposited on top of Columbia River basalt. North of the Umatilla

River the soil depths are typically at least six feet, while on the south

side they are normally four feet or less. All these soils are fine tex-

tured silt barns. They become darker and more fertile from west to

east as rainfall increases. These factors combine to provide the most

productive agricultural land on the northside of the Umatilla River.

Water availability is the limiting factor for agricultural pro -

duction. Presently, most reservation farming depends on natural
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rainfall. Average annual rainfall varies from 15 inches at the

western boundary to 30 inches in the northeastern corner of the

Reservation. Most of the precipitation occurs during the winter

months, thus the water retention capability of the soil is very impor-

tant to crop production.

To date, there has been very little irrigation development on

the reservation. Using irrigation to augment rainfall presents several

problems. First, the legal right to both surface and ground water is

not yet wholly defined. It will require court decisions to settle water

right disputes. Another problem is that extensive irrigation for

agriculture may affect the spring and summer fisheries on the

Umatilla River and other streams. Whether the Tribe would favor

irrigation development at a cost to its fisheries is not known.

Groundwater is available on the reservation from the Columbia

River Baslt aquifer. The aquifer is very deep and all its charac-

teristics are not known. Using this water source for irrigation could

be very expensive. The costs of drilling wells will be investigated in

the economic section of this report.

Crop Alternatives

The current pattern of agricultural use of reservation land is

shown in Figure 3. Dryland wheat is the predominant crop on the

reservation's agricultural land. It is ideally suited to the topography,
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soils, and climate of the area. White winter wheat is planted in the

early fall when the soil temperature drops below 55°F [Chapman,

p. 296]. Fall rains cause germination and the crop overwinters as a

seedling. Insulation provided by snow cover acts much as an igloo

over the seedlings, protecting them from loss due to freezing. The

wheat crop then resumes growth with the warmth and rains of spring.

It matures by late June and July, thereby allowing harvesting to take

place before the hot, dry months of August and September. On the

southern reservation a wheat/fallow system dominates. The fallow

period allows sufficient moisture to be stored in the soil for success-

ful plant growth during the following production year. The greater

rainfall and soil depth of the northern reservation allows annual

cropping, usually under a wheat/pea rotation. Barley has the same

general cultural requirements as wheat and may substitute for wheat

in the cropping rotation.

Green peas are often grown on the northern reservation where

the soil is deep and rainfall is 1 inches or more. Pea roots reach a

depth of only about two feet, while wheat roots penetrate the soil to a

depth of six feet or more. Thus, it is possible to maintain soil mois-

ture and still grow peas in what otherwise would be the fallow year of

a wheat/fallow system.

There exists one climatic hazard that is important to note. At

times, dry easterly winds will cross the reservation land [Reeder].
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These winds may dry the pea crop to such an extent that it can no

longer be harvested as green peas. The result is that the crop must

be harvested and sold as dry peas, which bring a much lower price.

There is limited potential for the production of alfalfa hay upon

reservation land. A short growing season presents the main draw-

back. Competing areas may get four cuttings of hay in a season,

while reservation conditions allow for only three [Nordblom]. The

first cutting may be later than in other areas, and the last may be low

yielding.

Due to very low expected yields, dryland alfalfa is not consid-

ered a viable alternative. Thus, any alfalfa production upon reserva-

tion land will require irrigation. Because of the slow water infiltra-

tion capability of the silt loam soils, center -pivot irrigation is not

considered feasible. Side-roll sprinkler irrigation is felt to be the

most suitable choice for reservation lands. The costs of establishing

irrigation systems are explored in the economic section of this

study.

Based on climate and soil factors, sugar beets may be grown

upon some areas of the reservation with reasonable biological success.

Investment in irrigation systems could be substantial, but sugar beets

are generally a high return crop and their production could prove to

6See Chapter IV, p. 57-59.



be profitable. However, for each 100 pounds of beets produced in the

field, less than 20 pounds of sugar is obtained [Chapman, p. 209]. If

the beet processing facility is far from the field, the cost of trans-

portation may become prohibitive, and sugar beet production may not

be economically feasible despite the favorable biological factors.

Onions are a high income crop that biologically can be grown on

some areas of the reservation if irrigation is available. Successful

onion production requires very special production skills that may

only be learned through experience [Nordblom]. Special machinery

requirements and a tremendous amount of hand labor, needed for

weeding and harvest, push onion production costs to well over $1,000

per acre.

Carrots, like onions, are a TTspecialty cropTt requiring consid-

erable management experience, special equipment, irrigation, and

special marketing arrangements. Carrot yields are somewhat greater

than those of onions (20 to 50 tons per acre) and the labor requirement

moderately less due to specialized harvesting equipment. Carrot

production is physically possible on some areas of the reservation.

Based upon the physical factors, such as topography, soil, and

climate, of the reservation and surrounding area, as well as personal

communication with local farmers, processors and county extension

agents, the following list of crops which biologically can be grown upon

the Umatilla Reservation was compiled.



Marketing Alternatives

Investigation of the marketing channels available for the crop

alternatives listed in Table 1 was conducted primarily through per-

sonal interviews with farmers, processors, and county extension
7agents.

Table 1. Crops which can biologically be
grown on the Umatilia Indian
Reservation.

Dryland

Wheat
Green Peas
Barley
Alfalfa
Pasture

Irrigated

Wheat
Green Peas
Barley
A if aifa
Pasture
Sugar Beets
Onions
Carrots

19

Marketing channels for small grains, such as wheat and barley,

are well established in the reservation area. Other potential crops

(Table 1) present some marketing difficulties. The nearest estab-

lished processing and marketing facilities are either in the town of

Hermiston, located over 30 miles from the reservation or in Walla

7This discussion is based largely on the findings of the OSU
study team [Fitch, Roberts, and McNamee, 1976]. Tom Norblom,
research assistant unclassified in the Department of Agricultural and
Resource Economics, was responsible for conducting most of the
interviews.
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Walla or Tn-Cities areas of the State of Washington. Thus, the costs

of transportation become a restrictive factor. In the following discus-

sions, marketing alternatives for wheat, peas, alfalfa, sugar beets,

onions, and carrots are discussed.

Wheat

White winter wheat is the dominant crop on reservation land and

surrounding areas. Marketing facilities are available locally with

Pendleton Grain Growers, Western Farmers, Cargil, Ingleheart, and

other companies. The Farm Enterprise Committee (FEC) should

experience little difficulty in marketing its grain crop.

Pendleton Grain Growers is the largest of the local marketing

firms. It offers a wide variety of services to growers. PGG trucks

will load grain off the combine for $0. 03/bu. field charge and

$0. 07/ton-mile transportation fee. Storage fees are $0. 40/ton/30

days. A grower may sell the wheat he has in storage simply by

notifying PGG. If a farmer sells his grain in this way, he will receive

the West Coast quoted price less a $0. 24/bu. marketing fee. PGG

provides a marketing information service which may be helpful to the

FEC. Similar marketing services are available from the other local

firms. Virtually the same arrangements apply for barley.
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Green Peas

In the reservation area, green peas are usually grown under

contract for freezing or canning with one of these four processing

companies:

Jones-Normell Foods, Inc.
Weston, Oregon

Western Farmers Association
Milton-Freewater, Oregon

Birds-Eye, Product Foods Division
Walla Walla, Washington

Rogers Walla Walla, Inc.
Milton-Freewater, Oregon and
Waila Walla, Washington

The political relationships that exist between the processors

and growers are complex. Understandably, the processors wish to

utilize their plants' capacity to their maximum efficiency. Thus, they

use the pea contract as a means to control the supply of peas they

receive during the harvest period. Over the years, processors have

become informally associated with "their own" groups of growers.

There is not much shifting of growers from one processor to another.

It may be difficult for the FEC to gain acceptance in this confined

atmosphere and enter into a contract agreement with one of the pro-

cessors. They would have to fit in with the plans and requirements

of the processor.
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Terms of the typical pea contract severely restrict the grower's

freedom to make his own operating decisions. The contract will

specify the field locations, acreages, and varieties of peas to be

grown. Planting and harvesting dates are also determined by the

processor. Many growers have felt disadvantaged by their lack of

control, and in recent years, contract disputes between processors

and growers have occurred.

Considerable price fluctuations in recent years add to the

uncertainty of profits in green pea production. Before 1973, green pea

prices were fairly stable at around $100 per ton. In 1974 and 1975,

prices were more than $200 per ton, but in 1976, in an apparent

attempt by processors to reduce pea acreages, contract prices

dropped drastically. All processors reported large carryovers of

canned goods, including peas, from previous years.

In Chapter V the financial and economic feasibility of a

wheat/pea rotation is investigated. In evaluating the overall potential

of a wheat/pea system, the difficulty of obtaining a pea contract, loss

of management control associated with the contract, and unstable

contract prices are factors that must be considered, along with the

economic results.
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Alfalfa

In the reservation area there is only a very limited dairy and

feedlot market for alfalfa hay. Dairies in Western Oregon provide a

market for much Eastern Oregon alfalfa. There is also a growing

export market for alfalfa meal and pellets. Pendieton Grain Qrowers

operates processing plants in Hermiston and Milton-Freewater,

Oregon. Both of these locations are about 25 miles from the reserva-

tion.

The Oregon Hay Growers Association (OHGA) offers an infor-

mational service which provides price and sale data. They also help

buyers locate hay which is being offered for sale. If the FEC were to

enter alfalfa production, the OHGA (located in Hermiston, Oregon)

would be a useful source of market information.

gs
Presently, the sugar geet processors nearest the reservation

are U & I Sugar Company (with plants in Toppenish and Moses Lake,

Washington) and the Amalgamated Sugar Company (with plants in

Nyssa, Oregon and Nampa, Idaho). These plants are located in areas

where enough beet acreage exists to supply all the sugar beets needed.

Competition from growers located near the processing plants, corn-

bined with the expense of transpprtatioi, severely limit the economic
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potential of the reservation for sugar beet production.

rhere is a possibility that a sugar beet processing facility may

be established in the Stanfield-Hermiston area in the future. The

speed and extent of irrigation development in this area are the

nebulous variables that will influence the construction of this plant.

If such a facility were established, the chances of obtaining a contract

to grow sugar beets on the reservation would be enhanced by the lower

transportation costs involved. But as of now, there is only rumor and

speculation that such a plant may be built.

ry Onions

Brokers play an essential role in the marketing of onions. They

typically provide the necessary storage, grading, and packing facili-

ties. A brokerage facility capable of handling 8,000 tons of onions

(i. e. , 400 acres) represents an investment of approximately

$l 000, 000 [osu, 1976, p. 26]. Due to this high capital investment,

few growers can afford their own storage and sizing facilities.

At the present time, the nearest onion brokers to the reserva-

tion are in Walla Walla. These brokers indicate that the growers

they presently contract with could easily increase their production if

additional storage facilities were made available. Thus, it appears

that the capacity of storage facilities is an important constraint to

increase production.
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The Lamb-Weston Company in Weston (located less than ten

miles from the reservation) processes U.S. Standard No. 1 'JumboTM

onions for making onion rings. Lamb-Weston usually contracts with

brokers (mostly located in Southern Idaho) to send them the grade of

onions they need, when they need them, and therefore, there is only a

limited storage capacity at the plant.

Onion production on the reservation could become feasible if

facilities for sizing and storage were established in the immediate

area. Lamb-Weston is the one local buyer, and this company has an

assured supply of onions already established. Thus, for the time

being, onions do not appear to be a sound cropping alternative for the

res ervation.

Carrots

Marketing difficulties for carrots in the reservation area are

similar to those described for onions. A contract with a processor or

access to storage facilities and a large fresh market are necessary.

As with onions, lack of marketing facilities within an acceptable dis-

tance from the reservation make carrots an unlikely cropping

alternative.
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Crops Selected for Further Inve stigation

Based on the preceding discussion of potential crop and market-

ing alternatives, the following cropping patterns seem to offer the

best chance for a successful expansion effort of the Umatilla Farm

Enterprise:

1. Wheat/Fallow Production

2. Wheat/Pea Production

3. Irrigated Wheat Production

4. Irrigated Alfalfa Production.

Severe marketing difficulties eliminate sugar beets, onions, and

carrots from further consideration in this report. However, if in the

future marketing channels for these crops develop in the reservation

area, they could become viable crop alternatives. Barley, because

of its similarity to wheat, is considered to be interchangeable with

wheat in the cropping pattern, and thus is not separately analyzed.

With these crops as a basis for investigation, the financial and

economic feasibility of expanding the tribal farming enterprise is

analyzed in Chapter V.
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III. FINANCE

The tribal agricultural expansion effort will require very large

amounts of capital. Annual farm production expenses have risen

significantly in recent years, as have costs of new machinery; but it

is the land purchases which the expansion effort requires that will

place the greatest strain on the financial solvency of the enterprise.

Where will the capital needs of the expansion effort come from?

Reinvesting enterprise profits back into the business is one

source of capital. Income from the farming endeavors of the tribal

Farm Enterprise Committee (FEC) in recent years has been good, but

nowhere near adequate to finance the expansion now envisioned for the

enterprise. Leasing machinery and/or land is a means of increasing

the amount of capital in the business. In fact, the FEC does custom

farm (a form of machinery lease) its present operation. How leasing

may best fit into the overall expansion effort is explored in the

economic section of this report

The borrowing of capital1 from either public or private sources,

is a prime means by which the FEC may finance its farm expansion.

This chapter will first present some of the implications of using

credit (borrowed funds) in the farm business. Next, some aspects of

the financial environment unique to a tribal enterprise are examined.

The impact of the Indian Financing Act of 1974 is then discussed, and



finally, potential sources of finance are evaluated.

Implications of Using Credit

As the Farm Enterprise Committee proceeds with its expansion

effort, a close watch must be kept on the financial solvency and

repayment capacity of the business. If the farming operation fails to

generate sufficient cash flow to meet debt interest and principal pay-

ments, the enterprise may be forced to liquidate some of its own

capital to repay the loans. This could disrupt the farming operations

and lead to still further financial conplications.

There are several ratios which may be used to gauge the

financial condition of the farm business. Such ratios are helpful in

following the financial trends through the years, as well as in corn-

paring the operation under analysis with similar ones [Meier, 1973,

p. 2]. Three basic ratios often used in agriculture follow.

The current ratio indicates the extent to which current assets,

if liquidated would cover current depts outstanding [Nelson, p. 110].

Total current assetsCur rent Ratio Total current debt

Current assets generally include those which may be turned into

cash within a one-year period, thus the current ratio reflects the

liquidity of the business within one year's time.
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The intermediate liquidity of the business can be measured by

the intermediate ratio.

Intermediate Ratio Total current and intermediate assets
Total current and intermediate debt

Both current and intermediate credit is norrrially used to pur-

chase assets which are used up in the production proèess. Thus, the

intermediate ratio reflects the likelihood that cash derived from the

farm operation will be adequate to cover the debt payments due during

the time period of the loan [Nelson, p. 112].

Since a significant amount of the debt load that will be acquired

by the FEC during the expansion years will comprise long term: land

purchase loans, it was deemed that the leverage ratio, which is a

measure of the overall liquidity of the business, would best reflect

the Farm Enterprise's financial situation. The leverage ratio- mdi-

cates debt in relation to owner's equity [Meier, 1973, p. 4].

Total debtLeverage Ratio Owner's equity

The time period concept involved with the leverage ratio differs

from that of the current and intermedate ratios because real estate

debt is involved. Land is not converted into cash through the produc-

tion process, thus the time period invOlved is really the amount of

time it would take to sell the land [Nelson, p. 113].
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There is a tendthcy for risk to increase at an increasing rate as

the leverage ratio becomes greater. This is known as the "principal

of increasingrisk" [Nelson, c. 57], and is illustrated by the hypo-

thetical data of Table 2.

Table 2. Principal of increasing risk

Leveragea

Item 1 2 3

1. Equity capital in business 100, 000 100, 000 100, 000
2. Non-equity capital in business 100, 000 200, 000 300, 000

3. Total capital in business 200,000 300,000 400,000

Income when rate earned on investment is +10%
4. Gross returns on capital 20, 000 30, 000 40, 000
5. Cost of non-equity capital (6%) 6,000 12, 000 18, 000

6. Net returnb 14,000 18,000 22,000

7 Rate earned on equity capital 14% 18% Z2%

Income when rate earned on investment if -10%
8. Gross return on capital (20,000) (30000) (40,000)
9 Cost of non-equity capital 6,000 12, 000 18, 000

10. Total return (26, 000) (42, 000) (58, 000)

11. Rate of return on equity (26%) (42%) (58%)

Non-equity capitalLeverage ratio . .Equity capital
bincome Tax is not. included in calculation because Indians not subject
to state or federal income taxes.

CFigures in parentheses are negative.
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The rates of return on equity capital for equal percentage gains

or losses on total capital in the business are shown on lines 7 and 11

of Table 2. The magnitude of the loss on equity is greater than the

magnitude of the gain, and the spread between possible gains and

losses increases as the leverage ratio becomes greater. It is pos-

sible to achieve a higher return on equity capital by increasing the

amount of non-equity capital employed in the business, but this may

increase the risk of loss.

The amount of non-equity capital used by the business is

determined by the degree of r.isk management is willing to accepts as

well as the financial ability of the enterprise to repay debt obligations.

There is a tendency for lenders to limit the amount of credit they will

extend to a borrower when the leverage ratio is high. No optimum

leverage ratio exists, but lenders will carefully evaluate a leaverage

ratio of 2:1, and a debt to equity ratio of greater than 3:1 is rarely

encountered in agriculture [Nelson, p. 65].

The Unique Financial Envirc,nment of a Tribal Enterprise

Long Term Finance

Security requirements for long-term loans are of special con-

cern to the Farm Enterprise Committee. On the Umatilla Reserva-

tion, as is true for most Indian reservations, federal regulations do
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not permit trust lands to be mortgaged. The original intent of these

regulations was to stem the loss of reservation lands to non-Indians,

which had begun in the early l900rs, following passage of the Dawes

and Slater Acts. By not permitting Indians to mortgage their land,

they would cease to lose it through foreclosure. This produced the

undesirable side effect of making Indian land useless as loan security.

The Confederated Tribes of the tJmatilla Indian Reservation have

recently requested that the U. S. Congress pass legislation that would

eliminate the land mortgage difficulty {Farrow]. Section 8 of the

proposed Land Consolidation and Development Bill (H.R. 14523)

would amend current regulations to permit mortgages of land being

purchased by the tribe, but the future of this legislation is uncertain.

Its passage would most likely improve the ability of the Farm Enter-

prise to obtain long-term financing.

Short and Intermediate Term Finance

There exists a legal question as to whether or not a tribal

enterprise may be sued by a private lending agency if the enterprise

were to default on loan payments. This question arises from the

quasi-sovereign status of the Umatilla Indian Reservation. Originally,

the Confederated Tribes were considered completely separate nations

that were autonomous from federal, state, or local authority. The

Treaty of 1855, and subsequent federal legislation has eroded the
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powers of self-government and left the Tribes with only limited

sovereignty [CH2M Hill, 1973, P. 221].

Because of the reservationts quasi-sovereign status, lending

agencies may be cautious about extending short and intermediate term

credit to the tribal Farm Enterprise. This potential hinderance can

be eliminated by the inclusion of a clause in the security agreement

stating that the Confederated Tribes give permission for the lending

agency to sue them in the event of default [Hall].

Indian Finance Act

On April 12, 1974, the Indian Finance Act was signed into law.

The purpose of this legislation is to

provide capital on a reimbursable basis to help develop and
utilize Indian resources, both physical and human, to a
point where the Indians will fully exercise responsibility
for the utilization and management of their own resources

(Section 2-1451).

The Act established four separate programs, which are

administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Following are brief

descriptions of the programs authorized by the Act, as well as analy-

sis of their performance to this date.

Title I--Indian Revoj ing Loan Fund

The Act authorized the appropriation of $50 million to the Indian

Revolving Loan Fund [Moses]. This fund is used to make loans to
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Indian tribes or individuals for economic development projects and

business ventures, as well as for educational purposes. Loans are

approved when there is a reasonable prospect of repayment and only

after all avenues of finance from other 1e.ders have been exhausted.

The rate of interest appears to be the main restraint to borrow-

ing from the Revolving Loan Fund. The rate is Get monthly by the

Secretary of the Treasury, based on the average yield of marketable

government securities. Formerly, the interest rate was set by the

Secretary of the Interior. Just prior to the Indian Finance Act of

1974, the rate had been 5. 5 percent for loans to tribal enterprises.

Now the interest rate fluctuates between 8 and 9 percent [Hall], based

on the securities yield criterion. Thus, credit from the Revolving

Loan Fund is available at much higher rates of interest than in past

years.

Title Il--Loan Guaranty and Insurance

The prime objective of this program is to improve tribal access

to private credit. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized by the

Indian Finance Act to insure or guarantee loans made by private

lenders to Indian tribes or individuals for up to 90 percent of the

unpaid principal and interest due. Basic eligibility requires that the

loan must be for the economic development of a reservation and the

applicant must not be able to otherwise obtain the loan.
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Personal communication with BIA finance officials indicated

that the large amount of paperwork involved in arranging a guaranteed

loan is the main shortcoming of the program. Evidently all loans

must be approved by the Washington, D. C. office of the BIA

[Cornelius]. The amount of time required to obtain approval is often

six months or more. This transaction cost can be unacceptably high

to a tribe. In addition, guaranteed loans must be reapproved each

year. Yearly approval, combined with the time required for approval

create a very difficult and frustrating situation.

It is possible to insure up to 90 percent of the loss on a loan, but

only to a maximum of 15 percent of the aggregate of the loans made by

a lether under the Act [Moses]. Because of this limitation, the

Insurance Program has not been well accepted by private lenders.

Funds for the Loan Guaranty and Insurance Program are

appropriated on a yearly basis. This creates uncertainty as to the

amount of funding that will be available in the future and makes long

range planning difficult [Cornelius].

One means of eliminating some of the transaction cost associated

with the Indian Finance Act is through the negotiation of a blanket

guarantee agreement. Such agreements have been successfully

negotiated with private banks in the States of Washington and Idaho.

Under a blanket guarantee agreement with a private bank, loans up to

a specified sum of money will be guaranteed under the Act. In this
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way each individual loan does not require BIA approval.

To this date, the overall Loan Guaranty and Insurance Program

has met with only limited success. Private lenders have been hesi-

tant to partake in the program [Cornelius]. But the Indian Finance

Act is less than two years old, and perhaps with time many of the

present difficulties will be overcome.

TiUe 111- -Interest Subsidies

The Act authorizes a subsidy on insured or guaranteed loans so

that the borrower will have to pay no more interest than the rate set

by the Secretary of the Treasury or loans from the Revolving Loan

Fund. This program suffers from the same shortcomings as the Loan

Guaranty and Insurance Program. Large amounts of paperwork and

time delays severely lessen the usefulness of the interest subsidy

Cornelius].

Title tV--Indian Business Grants

The Indian Business Development Program authorizes nonre-

imbursabie grants of up to $50, 000 to be made to Indian tribes or

individuals who wish to start or expand business ventures on or near

reservations. The grantee must obtain at least 60 percent of total

financing from some other source [Hall].
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The maximum grant limitation of $50, 000 lessens the potential

of this program for the Umatilla Farm Enterprise. The FEC must

compete with other tribal businesses for this grant money and, thus,

may receive only a portion of the $50, 000. Any addition to farm

equity is encouraging, but the limited amount of grant money available

is probably insufficient to make any substantial contribution to the

tribal farm expansion effort.

Perhaps the main weakness of the Indian Business Grant Pro-

gram is the criteria by which grants are awarded. For all Indian

enterprises, the criteria rewards enterprises with high labor-capital

ratios [AIPRC, p. l9Z]. Encouraging Indian employment is a noble

intention, but most businesses in today's technological society,

including agriculture, are capital intensive. Promoting a high labor-

capital ratio, in most instances, wil conflict with profitability.

Potential Sources of Finance

The Farm Enterprise Committee will have to rely on outside

resources for much of the capital requirements for the farm expan-

sion. These outside resources can be either public or private.

Government agencies are examples of public resources, while private

banks, producer cooperatives, and companies which buy or sell farm

inputs are considered private capital resources.



The uses of credit needed by the Farm Enterprise can be

classified as follows:

I. Production Loans (short term)

A. Seed, feed, fertilizer

B. Finance commodity storage

C. Other operating expenses

II. Intermediate Term Loans

A. Farm machinery

B. Irrigation equipment

III. Real Estate Loans (long term)

A. Purchase additional. land

5. Finance buildings drainage projects, large irrigation

outlays, and other improvements.

The terms of credit, as well as the type of lend.ing institution

will vary foi' each of these uses. A summary of the sources of

finance available to the FEC, together with terms to be expected, is

presented in Table 3.

The Farm Enterprisests ability to obtain short and intermediate

term finance from private lending. agencies will depend largely on

BIA approval of Indian Finance Act. guarantees. 8 Quasi-private

institutions such as Production Credit Associations, the Federal Land

8See pages 34-35, C-3.



Table 3 Summary of financial sources and terms available to the Umatilla Farm Enterprise.

Terms
Maximum
Length of Rate

Loan of
Type of Loan Source Available Interest Limits Comments

I. Short term 1. Private banks 1 year 10_12a 60-80% of expected
sales

2.Vendors,producers' 1 year 10-12 same-
cooperatives

3. BIA, revolving 2 years 89b negotiable
credit

II. Intermediate 1. Private banks 3-5 years a8-10 60-80% of cost of
term item financed

2. Equipment 3-4 years 8-10 60-80% of cost of
dealers

b equipment
3. A, revolving 10 years 8-9 negotiable

credit
4. E. D. A. n eo ti able

III. Long-term 1.F,H.A. 4oyears 5 l00%ofappraised
value of land

2. BIA, revolving 30 years 89a negotiable
credit

3. E. D. A. ne otiab1e
aSubject to approval of BIA when under Indian Finance Act guarantees. Some interest rate subsidies
are available under Tital III.

bRate fluctuations from month to month with treasury bond rates.
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Bank, and the Bank for Cooperatives may also prove to be sources of

finance. There is no known history of tribal enterprises dealing with

these agencies [osu, 1976, p. 9], however, BIA approval of Indian

Finance Act guarantees would probably be required before they would

consider extending credit to the Farm Enterprise [Cornelius].

The BIA's Revolving Loan Furd offers short, intermediate, and

long term loans. In the past, the FEC has financed land purchases

from this source, but new, higher interest rates set by the Secretary

of the Treasury cause the Fund's credit to be less attractive than in
9past years.

Perhaps the best potential source of finance, particularly for

land purchase loans, is the Farmer's Home Administration (FmHA).

Special tribal land loans are available at 5 percent rate of interest and

100 percent financing. It is not possible to mortgage trust lands on

the Umatifla Reservation, but with these special FmHA land loans,

assignment of income from purchased lands will suffice for security

requirements [Cornelius]. Profitability of the farm enterprise is the

main qualifying criteria for the loan. As long as the FEC can main-

tam its financial viability there appears to be no set limit to the

amount of FmHA funds available.'0

9See C-3, p. 33-34.

'°The Coeur D'Alene Tribe in Idaho has obtained approximately
$1 million in FmHA iand loans and the Nez Perce Tribe, also in Idaho,
has received nearly $2 million.



The main problem associated with FmHA land loans is the

amount of paperwork involved and the resulting time delays. For the

initial loan, six months or more is often required before approval.

However, succeeding loan applications typically flow through the

bureaucratic channels with less difficulty and greater speed

[Cornelius].

Loan types for the purchase of machinery, buildings, and irri-

gation equipment are also available with FmHA. These types of loans

would require BIA approval of Indian Finance Act guarantees. How-

ever, the FmHA, as of this date, has not entered into this type of loan

arrangement with any tribal enterprise in the state of Oregon [Baxter].

The Economic Development Administration (EDA) has recently

made a number of nonreimbirsable grants and combination grant4oans

to tribal agricultural enterprises in both Idaho and Montana. The

potential for the Umatilla Farm Enterprise to receive funding from

the EDA appears to be quite favorable [Moses]. However, FDA grant

money will not be considered as a potential source of capital in the

financial and economics analysis of Chapter V.
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IV. SIMULATION MODEL

Introduction

The land resource of the TJmtilla Indian Reservation, due

mainly to federal government legislation dating back to the late 1800's,

has become fractionalized between three types of landownership;

trust, allotted, and deeded. This makes Indian control and manage-

ment of reservation land difficult. The Confederated Tribes of the

Umatilla Indian Reservation would like to reverse this trend of

diminishing dominian over their reservation. One means for the

tribe to exercise increased control Qf the reservation land resource is

through the expansion of the tribal agricultural enterprise.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the financial and

economic feasibility of an expanded tribal Farm Enterprise. Chapter

II of this report discussed the cropping alternatives available for the

reservation area. Financing avenues open to the Farm Enterprise

were presented in Chapter III.

A method capable of analyzing the viability of various farm

expansion strategies will be the subject of this chapter. Some of the

questions which the analysis needs to answer are: What crops offer

the best expected potential for financial success? What rate of

expansion can the Farm Enterprise afford? On which areas of the

reservation should expansion efforts be concentrated? What role
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should leasing, both land and machinery play in the farm expansion?

There are several methods available for analysis. Linear

programming, budgeting and simulation modeling are among the

potential alternatives. Linear programming allows the testing of a

wide range of alternative resource combinations [Beneke, p. 4].

However, the specifying of restraints for the conditions found in this

study would be difficult. For instance, future labor supply is difficult

to predict and the amount of credit available is uncertain. Also, it

will be desirable to develop a projected cash flow for several years of

farm operation, and linear programming does not perform this func-

tion. The projected cash flow is valuable to the study because it can

be used to help determine if the Farm Enterprise will be able to

finance the envisioned expansion.

Budgeting of farm records, via hand calculation, would yield

the cash flow projections desired. But, when one considers the

number of potential crop alternatives and different land values found

on the reservation, the amount of time required for hand budgeting

becomes prohibitive.

Computers may be used to simulate the budgeting process.

Because of their ability to perform high speed calculations, computers

can rapidly take many changes in crop selection and productivity,

price, land values, and other factors into account. Computer simu-

lation models can facilitate the evaluation of long range firm growth
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strategies because they can accept forecasts and assumptions about a

firms environment and growth capabilities, can process the neces-

sary data, and can reveal dynamic interactions over the desired time

span [Meier, 1969, p. 67]. Thus, simulation can be used to pretest

long-range strategies and plans.

Pennsylvania State University has developed a program which

simulates the budgeting process [Hutton, 1969]. This program is

designed to accept and process data on a wide range of problem situa-

tions. Information regarding physical resources controlled by the

firm can be specified in the input data for the simulation model.

Financial capital requirements and terms of credit can also be spec i-

fied in the input data. Production opportunities used in the simulation

are described in terms of input services required and output produced.

Perhaps the most important feature of the Penn State simulation model

is its ability to project budgets across multiple time periods. Any

number of time periods may be run with automatic updating of prices,

costs, inventory and capital accounts [Hutton, p. 3]

The farm simulation program may be viewed simply as a large

calculating machine. Physical and cost data regarding the resources

controlled by the enterprise, input services required for the produc-

tion process, financial capital, requirements, loan structure, and

product price and yield assumptions are specified in the input data to

the simulator. This information is then read by the computer and run
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through a series of calculations that make up the essence of the pro-

gram. The resulting computer printout includes a "farm balance

sheet" and "income statement" for each successive year of operation.

With the simulator it is possible to create different artificial

environmental conditions and project what effect these conditions will

have on the financial performance of the tribal agricultural enter-

prise. For instance, the land purchase price may be varied to reflect

different land values found on the reservation; or the wheat yield, as

well as price, may be raised or lowered to reflect good and bad

years. By simulating many different situations, it is possible to gain

insight into which types of decisions are likely to provide the most

favorable economic and financial outcomes. However, it should be

noted that the simulation model is not capable of determining the opt i-

mum resource combination.

Input data specified for use in this study was carefully

researched and organized in such a manner as to closely approximate

the present financial situation of the Farm Enterprise Committee.

All expansion strategies reflect decisions that potentially could be

made for the farm enterprise.

Strategies for Expansion

The stated goal of the Umatilla Farm Enterprise is to expand its

operation to approximately 6,000 acres within the next ten years. This



goal is taken as a basis for all expansion strategies.

Based on Chapter tI's discussion of potential crops and market-

ing alternatives, the following cropping patterns seem to offer the

best chance for a successful expansion effort:

1. Wheat/fallow production

a. Wheat/fallow production with a custom hired farming

operation

b. Wheat/fallow production utilizing leased land

2. Wheat/pea production

3. Irrigated wheat production

4. Irrigated alfalfa production

Four distinct strategies for expansion that are designed to test

the financial and economic viability of each of the above cropping

patterns will now be outlined. It is vital that the enterprise continue

to show a sound financial performance during the initial years of

expansion. This will raise confidence in the ability of the Farm

Enterprise Committee to manage its own farming operation and may

open additional pathways to private financing.

The FEC presently operates nearly 1,300 acres of wheat/fallow

land. While this does represent some experience with wheat produc-

tion, it is a relatively small operation for the area. Furthermore,

the Committee has been operating entirely through contracting to

outside producers. Therefore, it was deemed best that the first five
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years, '76 through '80, of all expansion strategies be strictly a

wheat/fallow operation. This provides a way for the Committee to

strengthen its experience with farming practices which are accepted

and proven in the reservation area.

Each of the expansion strategies start with an operation of

1., 280 acres of wheat/fallow production in 1976, corresponding to the

lands already under Committee management. During each of the

years 1977 through 1980 an additional 500 acres of land suitable for

wheat/fallow production is purchased. For Strategy 1, wheat/fallow

production continues to be the basis of production through 1985, and

land purchases continue at the rate of 500 acres per year. Under

Strategy 2, 500 acres of wheat/pea land is acquired during each of the

years 1981 through 1985

For irrigated wheat and alfalfa preliminary calculations

demonstrated that it is not realistic to assume that 500 acres can be

annually added to the enterprise. The financing costs for the irriga-

tion systems would be prohibitive. Thus, it is assumed under

Strategy 3 that 200 acres of irrigated wheat will be added to the

operation every year after 1980, if northern reservation land is being

purchased. However, if southern reservation land is being acquired

''As discussed in Chapter 1, the FEC presently custom farms
its operation. During the expansion the Committee may purchase and
operate its own machinery, which would require new management
skills.



120 acres would be annually added. The reason for this acreage

difference is that superior water retention capabilities of northern

reservation soils permit one irrigation system to serve more acres.

Thus, the resultant financial burdens of developing north reservation

lands for irrigation would be less.

Alfalfa is a perennial crop which requires an establishment

year, during which no income is derived, followed by 5 to 7 years of

production. This makes it difficult to outline an alfalfa simulation

strategy which will be comparable to the other strategies. For

Strategy 4 it is assumed that alfalfa is introduced at the rate of 160

acres per year during 1979 through 1981. No additional acreage is

added after 1981. With this expansion strategy the effects of cash

outlays for the establishment years, as well as the financial per -

formance of the full production years '82-'85, can be projected.

The four expansion strategies described above are summarized

in Table 4. These strategies represent simplified views of the tribal

agricultural expansion. To assume that a uniform number of acres

would be added each year is probably not realistic. Land purchases

will depend upon the amount and type of land offered for sale in any one

year. In actual practice the Farm Enterprise Committee may decide

to grow more than two crops. Nevertheless, the accounting for costs

and returns and the financial trends that simulation of these strategies

project will be helpful in determining which cropping patterns and



which types of land purchase are both economically and financially

viable.

Table 4. Summary of four basic expansion strategies.

Land Purchase Expansion Total 1985
Strategy Crop Pattern (acres/year) Years Farm Acreage

I Wheat/fallow 500 77-'85 5780

2 Wheat/fallow 500 177_t80
Wheat/pea 500 '81-'85 5780

3 Wheat/fallow 500 '7780
Irrigated wheat 200a '81-'85 4280

4 Wheat/fallow 500 '77-'78 2760Irrigated alfalfa 160 '79'8l

a120 acres if southern reservation land purchased.

In Chapter V the results of the four expansion strategies will be

analyzed and used to construct a final HComposite Expansion Strategy,T'

combining the best aspects of the four basic strategies and which

hopefully points to the best potential approach for the FEC to take to

achieve the stated objectives of the tribal agricultural expansion. 12

Cost of Expansion

In addition to land purchases, which will account for the

majority of the costs of expanding the farm enterprise, the annual

crop production expenses, machinery purchases and costs of

12 See Chapter I, p. 4.
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establishing irrigation systems need to be incorporated into the farm

simulation model. These cost assumptions will now be presented.

Production Cost Assumptions

Tables 5 through 8 show estimated cash operating expenses per

acre for the crops considered in the simulation. Machinery use per

acre is also listed. These figures are based upon interviews with

local farmers, processors, machiiery dealers, and county extension

agents. The costs are arranged to fit into the simulation format.

Labor costs are assumed to be $4. 00 per hour in all cases.

This would include the cost of wages and other personnel expenses,

such as employer's social security contributions. The fertilizer cost

category includes the expense of renting the fertilizer applicator, plus

that of the fertilizer itself. Chemical costs include allowances for

insecticides and herbicides, and the cost of applying them, such as

aerial spraying.

Fuel and oil for equipment operations as well as power costs

for irrigation equipment operation, when applicable have their

assumed costs lumped together in the "fuel" category. The repair and

maintenance cost is calculated by the simulator as a percentage of the

purchase cost of the piece of machinery or irrigation equipment.

Thus, the per acre cost of repairs and maintenance will vary with the

size of the farm operation. The dollar costs of the production cost
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Table 5. Wheat--summer fallow.

Cultural Operations:
Plow
Spr. tooth
Rod weed
Drill
Combine
Truck
Pickup

20 hrs/A
1 hrs/A
18 hrs/A

.09 hrs/A
29 hrs /A
32 hrs/A

2.00 hrs/A

Income:
Price $3.SObu
Yield 45 bu/A

Gross Income $157. 50 A

Operating Cash Expenses:
Labor 5 hrs/A $20.00
Seed 6.01
Fertilizer 16. 80
Chemicals 4. 32
Fuel 7.00
Repair & maintenance 7. 15

Total $61.28

Cash Operating Income $96. 22

Source: Costs based on Cooperative Extension Service
Report, "Grain Production Costs and Returns
in the Davenport-Edwall Area of Washington,"
(Washington State University, July, 1975).
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Table 6. Processing peas.

Cultural Operations:
Plow .44hrs/A
Spr tooth . 12 hrs/A
Harrow .O8hrs/A
Disc .37hrs/A
Drill . 1 hrs/A
Roller .O8hrs/A
Pickup 2.00 hrs/A

Income:
Price $170 ton
Yield 1 ton/A

Gross Income $170 A

Cash Operating Expenses:
Labor 4hrs/A $16.00/A
Seed 40.00/A
Fertilizer 6. 00/A
Chemicals 10. 00/A
Fuel 10. 00/A
Repair & maintenance 7. 15/A

Total $89. 15

Cash Operating Income $80. 85

Source: Costs based on interviews with local growers and
processors November, 1975.
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Table 7. Irrigated wheat.

Cultural Operations:
Plow
Spr. tooth
Rod weed
Drill
Combine
Truck
Pickup

20 hrs/A
15 hrs/A
18 hrs/A

.09 hrs/A
29 hrs IA
32 hrs/A

2.00 hrs/A

Income:
Price $ 3.5Obu
Yield 110 bu/A

Gro8s Income $385 A

Cash Operating Expenses:
Labor 6hrs/A $24.00
Seed 9.45
Fertilizer 41.93
Chemical 5. 60
Fuel 17.99
Repair & maintenance 17. 00

Total $115.97

Cash Operating Income $269. 03

Source: TbOregonrs Northern Columbia River Basin
Irrigation Development Project H A. Gene Nelson
and David L. Hoist (May, 1976).



Table 8a. Alfalfa establishment.

Cultural Operations:
Plow . 3 hrs/A
Disk .49hrs/A
Cultipacker .35 hrs/A
Drill .28 hrs/A

Income:

Cash Operating Expenses:
Labor 4 hrs/A
Seed
Fertilizer
Chemicals
Fuel
Repair & maintenance

Total

Cash Operating Income

[OWII

$20. 00
35. 00

7. 95
2, 05

16. 87
11.47

$93. 34

(93. 34)

Source: 'Oregon's Northern Columbia River Basin
Irrigation Development Project, A Gene Nelson
and David L. Holst (May, 1976).
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Table 8b. Alfalfa production.

Cultural Operation:
Sp swather 1. 15 hrs/A
PTO baler 1. 00 hrs/A
Loader balefork . 52 hrs/A
Bale wagon . 8 hr s/A
Truck . 16 hrs/A
Pickup .4 hrs/A

Inc ome:
Price $ 55/ton
Yield 6 ton/A

Gross Income $330 A

Cash Operating Expenses:
Labor 8hrs/A $ 32.00
Seed
Fertilizer 30. 15
Chemicals 12. 03
Fuel 38.09
Repair & maixtenanc 11.47
Balewire 19. 50

Total $143.24

Cash Operating Income $186. 76

Source: HOregonis Northern Colum1ia River Basin
Irrigation Development Project, A. Gene Nelson
and David L. Flolst (May, 1976).
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sheets are rough estimates.

The income category shows the most likelyt' crop prices and

yields assumed for the base runs in the simulation analysis. Prices

and yields are varied in different runs to simulate different possible

economic conditions and different soil types, thus the income figures

shown in Tables 5 through 8 provide only a limited comparison between

crops, based on what are considered to be a representative set of

circumstances.

In Table 8a (lfaifa establishmert) no income is produced.

After the alfalfa establishment year Table 8b will apply, it shows the

base run income that is derived from the harvested alfalfa.

Fixed expenses are not included ix rabies 5 to 8. These fixed

expenses include such items as eqtipmént depreciation, interest pay-

ments, etc. They vary significantly with the size of the operation.

This is one of the reasons that simulation analysis was chosen. It

permits the size of the operation to 1?e varied.

In the model fixed costs are subtracted from the cash operating

income in order to obtain net f.rm income. The simulation model

does consider fixed costs in its calculations, whereas Tables 5 to 8

do not.
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Machinery Requirements and Costs

Table 9 lists the machinery requirements for each of the three

crops considered in the simulation. Also shown is the purchase price

and estimated useful life assumed for each piece of machinery. This

information was gathered from Agricultural Extension Service reports

and interviews with local machinery dealers.

Irrigation System Establishment Costs

As was discussed in Chapter II, legal rights to reservation

surface waters are in an unsettled status. Even if the tribe gains

surface water rights, there is a question as to whether or not they

would be willing to ue the water for agricultural irrigation purposes

if this meant a decline in the fishery potential. The Columbia River

Basalt Aquifer offers a potential source of groundwater but would

involve the drilling of deep wells that are very expensive. Table 10

shows the irrigation system specifications and costs for southern and

northern reservation conditions. The two crops considered are wheat

and alfalfa. Wheat requires less water than alfalfa, thus per acre

establishment costs are less for wheat. Superior water retention

capabilities of northerx reservation soils influence the number of

acres that can be irrigated from a well producing a given volume of

water.



Table 9. Machinery requirements and costs.

Identity Estimated Used in Production of
Number Machine Description Life Wheat Peas Alfalfa Price

1 Tractor A 165 DBH 4-wheel 12 x x x $43, 000
2 Tractor B 90-HP crawler 15 x 55,000
3 Spr. tooth 42' 15 x 5,300
4 Plow 10-16 12 x x 5,500
5 Harrow 50' 15 x 1, 100

6 Rod weed 48' 10 x 6,400
7 Drill 48! 15 x x 16,000
8 Disc 15' 15 x 3,900
9 Roller 50' 15 x 4, 500
10 Combine 18' hillside 10 x 52,000
11 Truck 2 ton 12 x x 14,000
12 Pickup 4 wheel drive 3/4 ton 10 x x x 6,800
28 Drill 12' 12 x 4, 500
29 Swather 12' 12 x 18,000
30 Baler 6' 12 x 10,000
31 Accumulator 8' 10 x 1,800
32 Loader 12' 12 3,000
33 Wagon 12' 12 11,500



Table 10. Irrigation system specifications and establishment cost estimates. a

System Specifications:
Acres irrigated per well
Depth of well (feet)
Lift (feet)
Capacity (gpm)
Net irrigation requirement

(acre inches per year)

Cost Estimates:

Southern Re servationb Northern Reservationb
Wheat Alfalfa Wheat Alfalfa

120 80 200 80
1,100 1,100 1,500 1,500

325 325 800 800
695 695 695 695

16. 63 29. 19 9 29.19

12" diameter well drilling with casing $23,000 $23,000 $31,500 $31,500
Turbine pump and accessories 25,000 25,000 28,000 28,000
8" PVC mainline 4,000 2,804 6,600 2,804
4 side-roll sprinkler systems 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000
Total system cost 68,000 66,804 82, 100 78,304
Establishment cost per acre 567 835 410 979

airrigation cost information was developed in consultation with Marven Shearer of the OSU
Department of Agricultural Engineering.

bApplies only to those areas considered to be irrigable, based on SCS soils studies [see OSU,
1976, p. ii].



Additional Assumptions of the Simulation

In addition to the assumptions already discussed, the model also

includes the following:

(1) The initial amount of land owned and operated by the Farm

Enterprise Committee is 1,280 acres. This land is assumed to have

a value of $340 per acre.

(2) The initial (beginning of 1976) cash balance of the Enterprise

is $140,000.

(3) The initial land purchase debt is $168, 000. The interest

rate is 5.5 percent of this debt, and the debt terminates March 1,

1994. Other debt is added in three categories as indicated below.

Categpy Term Interest
(1) real estate 35 years 5. 5%
(2) intermediate 3 years 8. 0%
(3) operating 1 year 12. 0%

This restriction to three basic types of loan structure limits the

financing options which can be simulated. But it is sufficiently accu-

rate to project ciQse approximation of the cash flows from different

financing options that are simuatd.

(4) All operating costs (Tables 5-8) remain constant over the

10-year expansion, as do all machinery purchase prices (Table 9).

Land costs are identified in the text and tables describing simulation
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results. Prices and yields assumed for the base runs are also given

in Tables 5-8. They remain constant except in the probabilistic runs.

rhe assumption that prices and costs wlI remain constant over

the next ten years is obviously not realistic. However, the purpose of

the simulation is to identify the cash flow and financial characteristics

to be expected from alternative types of enterprise expansion pro-

grams. Early attempts to interject price and cost trends in the analy-

sis appeared to lead more to confusion than to clarification. Trends

for all of these factors could not bq projected with equal confidence.

Thus, in the end, it was decided to use constant 1976 prices and costs.

This has the added advantage of making dollar figures for 1985, the

final year of the projection period, more comparable to the 1976 base

year.

(5) The wage rate charged for all hired labor is $4. 00 per hour.

it is assumed that this would be sufficient to allow for the costs of

social security, workmen's compensation, and any other personal

benefits, in addition to the actual wage which is paid.

(6) An annual salary of $15, 000 for management is included in

all runs. However, it is assumed that the manager would be able to

provide up to 1, 000 hours of farm labor each year.

(7) Payment of a "corporate income tax equivalentTM is included

in all simulation runs. The corporate tax rate simulated is:
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22% tax on the first $25,000 of net income

48% tax on the net income over $25,000.

It is recognized that the Farm Enterprise Committee is not

subject to federal or state income tax. Nevertheless, it was decided

to compute what the tax would be in order to provide a clearer com-

parison to private (non-tribal, non-Indiar) business, and to illustrate

the tax advantage which a tribal enterprise enjoys. The corporate tax

equivalent shown in the cash flow tables (see Appendix tables) may be

considered as available cash which the Farm Enterprise Committee

can use as it deems best. It could be used to finance the enterprise

and help alleviate cash deficits, when they arise. In some cases, it

might be transferred to other tribal uses.

(8) There is no property tax payment in the simulation runs.

Tribal lands are not subject to property tax.

(9) Maintenance and repairs are calculated as a percentage of

the purchase price of the asset. For example, if maintenance and

repairs are set as 5 percent for a $40, 000 tractor, then the annual

charge is $40,000 ,c (.05) = $2,000. Although repair and maintenance

costs usually increase with the age of machinery, it is assumed that

the mixture of both new and old machinery which would be in the

enterprise at any given time will cause repair and maintenance

expenses to remain relatively constant from year to year.
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(10) The simulator can be programmed to compute probabilistic

runs in which the price and yield of crop alternatives varies each

year. The amount of variation for the simulated crops'3 is as

follows:

Standard Deviation Standard Deviation
Crop of Price of Yield

Wheat ±$O.7/bu. ±4.73bu
Peas ± $30. 00/ton ± 0. 12 tons

Wheat price and yield variability is based upon regression

analysis of the years 1959 through 1972. The years 1973 to 1976 were

left out of the analysis due to their uncharacteristic variability.

Price and yield standard deviations for peas are based upon more

subjective observations of fluctuations in recent years, as discussed

in the market section of this report.

In a probabilistic run, the crop price and yield will vary by

less than one standard deviation 68 percent of the time, and by less

than two standard deviations 95 percent of the time. These probabilis-

tic runs are useful because they introduce an element of risk and

uncertainty into the simulation model. They help to predict the con-

sequences of an unfavorable crop year upon an expansion strategy.

'3Alfalfa price and yield remained constant for all runs.



Final Comment

As indicated by this discussion of assumptions and limitations,

the dollar figures generated by the simulator should not be accepted

as accurate predictions of real future income. Simulation results

represent projections of broad trends, not fine details. By studying

the trends, one can gain an understanding of both the economic and

financial soundness of the various 10-year expansion strategies.
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V. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS

mt rod uct i9n

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the simulation results

of the four basic expansion strategies. A Hbase runt was designated

for each strategy. The base run represents the land price and yield

conditions which are felt to be most common on the reservation.

Special consideration was given to strategies expanding wheat produc-

tion through the custom-hiring of machinery and utilizing leased land.

Two types of tables which show details of the base-runs are

included in the Appendix to this chapter. These are the projected

cash flow tables and the projecte1 financial nd economic indicator

tables. In addition to the base-runs, alternative simulations were

made for each strategy, making different assumptions about land

prices yields, and, in some cases, about irrigation costs. A sum-

mary of economic and financial projections for all alternative

assumptions is presented in the text.

Explanation of Tables

The summaries of economic and financial projections (Tables

11-14) contain a listing of the key assumptions which were made for

the base runs and the alternative runs under each strategy. Each

alternative is numbered. For examples 1.0 is the base runfor



Strategy 1 ($400 land, 45 bushel yields under wheat/fallow), while

1. 1 makes alternative assumptions about land prices ($350) and 1.2

assumes a different yield (30 bu. ). In each case, the summary of

projections tables show Net Farm Income (NFl), Rate of Return on

Equity (RRE), and the Leverage Ratio (LEV) for alternate years 1977

through 1985.

Net farm income is computed by subtracting all variable and

fixed costs from gross farm income NFl approximates the amount of

additional funds available at the end of the production year.

Rate of return on owner's equity is computed by dividing net

farm income by average net worth (i.e. , the value of the assets owned

by the Farm Enterprise Committee: Total Assets Total Debt Net

Worth). RRE is an indication f the efficiency with which capital is

being employed in the business.

Leverage is computed by dividing totai debt by net worth. It is

an overall measure of the liquidity of the business and is an indicator

of financial health and thus of the capacity to obtain additional financ-

ing. As an example, a leverage ratio of 2. 0 indicates that for each

dollar of owner's equity, there are two dollars of debt. Firms are

expected to have difficulty in financing when LEV is high.

The projected case flow tables, given in the Appendix for each

base run, summarize all cash transactions of the farm business over

the ten-year expansion period. This is an aid in projecting the amount
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of cash that will be on hand to meet debt obligations.

The tables of economic and financial indicators summarize the

projected assets and liabilities of the farm business over the ten-year

expansion period. This summary indicates the margin by which total

debts would be covered if the farm business were terminated and all

assets sold. These tables aisQ show the rate at which equity (net

worth) is accumulated.

Analysis of Wheat/Fallow Expansion

Expansion Procedure

In the wheat/fallow expansion the enterprise begins in 1976 with

1,280 acres of land, valued at $340 per acre. An entire machinery

complement is purchased in 1976, as well as a machine shed and a

wheat storage bin. In the years 1977 through 1985, 500 acres of

wheat/fallow land are purchased annually. New machinery purchases

are made at appropriate times during the expansion.

Base Run Analysis

For the base run, the purchase price of all expansion land is

$400 per acre. The wheat yield during the production year of the

wheat/fallow rotation is 45 bushels per acre.



As shown in Table 11, the Net Farm Income (NFl) and Rate of

Return on Equity (RRE) are negative during the first two years of

expansion. In 1979, NFl and RRE become positive and increase

steadily through 1985. However, the 7 percent RRE in 1985 is proba-

bly unacceptably low, when compared to other investment alternatives.

Table 11 shows that the Enterprise would experience rapidly

rising indebtedness, as indicated by the leverage ratio, which is 3.5

by 1985. Even if the Enterprise were able to finance such a high level

of indebtedness, it would be difficult to repay.

The cash flow (Appendix Table 1) shows a steadily declining cash

balance, which is being financed by jncreased borrowing. Net worth

increases, but quite slowly. The overall financial position of the

business appears to become increasingly precarious as the expansion

continues.

In summary2 simulation results. indicate that to expand to 5,780

acres by 1985, given the 45 bushel wheat yield and $400 land price

assumption, would not be a sound economic venture. The business

would not generate sufficient income to cover the amount of indebted-

ness that would have to be incurred.

Analysis Under Alternative Assumptions

The results of expansion under a number of alternative land

price and yield assumptions are also shown in Table 11. Rates of



Table 11. A summary of economic and financial projections for wheat/fallow expansion.

Assumptions
Land

Crop Yield Value Expansion
Strategy Alternative (unit/acre) ($/acre) (acre/yr) (years) 2Indicator 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985

1.0 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 '77-'85 NFl 4.6 3.1 13.5 19.2 35.5
RRE 1.1 .7 3.0 4.1 7.0
LEV 1.0 1.8 2.5 3.2 3.5

1.1 wheat/fallow 45 bu 350 500 77_r85 NFl 3.3 21.9 35.3 48.9 51.6
RRE .7 4.7 7.1 8.8 8.5
LEV .9 1.5 2.0 2.4 2.7

1.2 wheat/fallow 30 bu 350 500 77-85 NFl 8.7 -24.6 -51.4 Financially
RRE - 2. 7 - 8. 8 -36.4 unfeasible
LEV 1.0 2.6 11.4

1.3 wheat/fallow 50 bu 400 500 77_r85 NFl 5.3 24.3 45.4 62.0 88.0
RRE 1.2 5.3 91 11.1 13.
LEV 1.0 1.7 2.2 2.6 2.7

1.4 wheat/fallow 45 bu 550 500 '77-'85 NFl - 6.9 1.2 7.4 9.2 16.3
RRE - .9 .2 1.0 1.3 2.2
LEV 1.8 2.2 3.3 4.3 5.0

1.5 wheat/fallow 60 bu 550 500 177t85 NFl 9. 1 35.3 63.7 87.5 121.3
RRE 2.2 8.3 13.6 16.7 19.9
LEV 1.2 2.3 3.2 3.8 4.0

1a3 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 '77-'85 NFl 2. 1 - 1. 1 - 2.4 2. 5 - 2.5
RRE .5 - .2 - .5 .5 - .5
LEV .8 1.7 2.5 3.2 3.8

lb wheat/fallow 45 bu lease 500 T77I85 NFl .6 9.9 21.2 27.6 44.0
70-30 RRE .Z 2.2 4.4 5.3 7.6

crop share LEV .5 .4 .4 .4 .3

'Wheat price is $3. 50/bu for all alternatives.
2NFI = Net Farm Income ($1000); RRE = Rate of Return on Equity (%) = (NFl/Avg. net worth);
LEV = Leverage = (total debt/net worth).

3Custom hire all cultural operations.
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return in later years of the expansion (Str?.tegy 1. 5) increase to over

15 percent on 60 bu. lands which cost $550 per acre. Nevertheless,

such land purchases cpuld be quite difficult to finance, as evidenced

by the leverage rate in 1985 of 4. 0.

The unmistakable message to be derived from Table 11 is that a

SOO-acre-per-year rate of expansion is tremendously rapid from the

point of view of financial capacity. The leverage ratios of 2. 7 which

are reached by the end of the expansion period under alternatives 1. 1

and 1. 3, where 1.and prices are lower, are among the lowest achieved

among those simulated. Yet even these ratios are high. They mean

that the enterprise woul4 have almost $3 of debt for every $1 worth of

land and capital which it owns. It is likely that financial institutions

would object to financing the Enterprise at such high levels of indebted-.

ne 5 5.

Of course, the projections presented in Table 11 rest on the

assumption of constant ($3. 50) prices for wheat and constant costs for

farm inputs over the next ten years. The figures would have to be

revised to take expected changes in prices and costs into account.

However if land prices, wheat prices and input costs inflate at about

the same rate over the next ten years it would be somewhat easier

for the Enterprise to finance the expansion, since long-term debt for

earlier land purchases made at lower costs would be easier to repay

with inflated dollars. A 500 acre per year rate of expansion may not
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be unreasonable if inflation persists.

Wheat/Fallow Expansion, As suming Custom Farming

The variable assumptions for this run are the same as for the

base run, except that all cultural operations are custom hired. The

Enterprise purchases no machinery complement. The custom hire

rates, assumed in the simulation model, together with rates the

committee actually paid in 1975, are s follows:

Simulation Model Rates4 Rates Actually Paid in 1975
Operation ($/acre) ($/acre)

Plow 6.00 4.80
Springtooth 3. 50 . 10
Rod weed 4. 00 2. 15
Seed 5. 00 . 76
Pulling appl 3. 20 2. 15
Combine 20. 00 13. 80

The custom machinery hire rates, assumed in the simulation,

are significantly above those presently being paid by the Farm Enter

prise Committee. However, the situation in which the committee now

operates is somewhat unique. The committee contracts its farming

'4Rates based on: Charge Rates for Agricultural Services in
Northwestern Washington, Cooperative Extersion Service, Washington
State University, Puilpian, March 1975; also on: Custom Rates for
Farm_Machinery in the Oregon Columbia Basin Counties, Cooperative
Extension Service, Oregon State University, Corvallis, May 1972.
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operations with a non-Indian local farmer who is partially retired.

By contracting with the FEC, this farmer is able to utilize equipment

that would otherwise be idle, and thus he probably can affort to offer

more favorable rates. Here it is assumed that if e,pansion of the

custom operation takes places rates similar to those charged in corn-

petitive circumstances elsewhere will be paid.

The financial indicators of Strategy la (Table 11) show that the

wheat/fallow expansion with total reliance on custom farming is not a

sound business venture. NFl and RRE are negative throughout the

expansion years. The case balance (Appendix Table 3) steadily

declines and leverage increases yearly. This leverage increase is

primarily de to land purchases.

Wheat/Fallow Expansion, Assuming Leased Land

In this expansion strategy, there are no land purchases.

Instead, beginning with the land the Farm Enterprise already owns,

500 wheat/fallow acres are added annually under a 70-30 crop-share

lease agreement. This strategy greatly reduces the amount of debt

the Farm Enterprise undertakes (Appendix Table 6).

The financial indicators of Strabegy lb (Table 11) show moderate

annual increases in NFl and RRE. Leverage is very low due to the

elimination of need for new real estate debt. The cash balance drops

the first four years due to machinery complement purchases, but after
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these intermediate term loans are paid, the cash balance increases

strongly from 1980 through 1985.

Perhaps the most important conclusion to be drawn from this

wheat/fallow, leased land expansion is that the strategy provides a

means of acquiring additional land in order to make efficient use of

machinery, without having to undertake the burden of increased land

debt. A well-planned combination of land leasing and purchase should

create a sound expansion strategy. The low leverage ratio, achieved

under the lease expansion, indicates that additional real estate bor-

rowing is possible. The crop-share lease appears to be a viable

method to generate income, while incurring a minimum of debt.

Analysis of Wheat/Pea Expansion

Expansion Procedure

For the reasons given in Chapter IV, the initial five years of

this strategy are a straight wheat/fallow expansion. The assumptions

are the same as for the wheat/fallow base run in Table 11. In 1981,

the first wheat/pea land is purchased. Yearly purchases of 500 acres

of wheat/pea land continue through 1985.
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Base Run Analysis

For the base run, the purchase price of all wheat/pea land is

$750 per acre. The wheat yield is 65 bushels and peas yield one ton

per acre.

The financial results of this simulation run are shown in Table

12. NFl and RRE show strong increases during the wheat/pea expan-

sion years of 1981 through 1985. Leverage increases to approxi-

mately 3. 2, but remains relatively constant from 1982 to 1985

(Appendix Table 8). £hi indicates that the operation is incurring

high debt, but seems eventually able to generate sufficient income to

stabilize the debt load.

It is important to point qut that the high income during the

wheat/pea expansion years depends upon a combination of income

from both 65 bushel wheat and 1 ton pea yields. The moderate net

cash return for peas becomes very significant when one considers

the alternative of a wheat/fallow operation, in which no cash returns

are coming from land during the fallow year.

Projected rates of return on equity approach or exceed 20

percent in the later years of the expansion under all of the alterna-

tive assumptions about .land prices and yields. This is true when

north reservation conditions are assumed ($750 land prices, 65

bushel wheat yields, and 1. 5 ton pea yields) and when potential



Table 12. A summary of economic and financial projections for wheat/pea expansion.

Assumptions
Land

Crop Yield Value Expansion
Strategy Alternative (unit/acre) ($/acre) (acre/yr) (years) 2Indicator 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985

2.0 wheat/faLlow 45 bu 400 500 '77-80 NFl 0.8 9.0 47.3 136.3 227.4wheat/pea 65 bu/1 ton 750 500 '81-'85 RRE - 0.2 2.1 10.0 23.4 29.3
LEV 1.0 1.7 2.7 3.2 3.1

2. 1 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 77-!80 NFl - 0.8 9.0 27.0 75.2 125.3wheat/pea 45 bu/.75 ton 450 500 '81-'85 RRE 0.2 2.1 5.7 14.0 19.4
LEV - 1.0 1.7 2.5 2.8 2.8

2. 2 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 77-'80 NFl - 0. 8 9.0 46.4 133.3 222. 1wheat/pea 55 bu/l ton 450 500 81-'85 RRE - 0.2 2. 1 9.8 22.9 28.7
LEV 1.0 1.7 2.4 2.5 2.3

2.3 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 '77-'80 NFl - 0.8 9.0 31.9 89.8 149.8wheat/pea 55 bu/.75 ton 600 500 '81-'85 RRE - 0.2 2.1 6.8 16.4 21.9
LEV 1.0 1.7 2.6 3.1 3.1

2.4 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 '77-'80 NFL - 0.8 9.0 51.3 147.9 246.7wheat'pea 65 bu/l ton 600 500 '81-'85 RRE - 0.2 2. 1 10. 8 25. 1 30. 1
LEV 1.0 1.7 2.6 2.8 2.6

2.5 wheat/fallow 45bu 400 500 '77-'80 NFl - 0.8 9.0 68.6 200.0 333.7wheat/pea 65 bu/l.5 ton 750 500 81-'85 RRE - 0.2 2.1 14.3 31.9 36.6
LEV 1.0 1.7 2.7 2.9 2.6

2.6 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 '77-'80 NFL - 0.8 9.0 86.1 252.5 421.2wheat/pea 85 bu/1.5 ton 750 500 81-'85 RRE - 0.2 2.1 17.7 37.9 41.0
LEV 1.0 1.7 2.6 2.7 2.3

1Wheat price is $3. SO/bu and pea price is $170/ton for all alternatives.
2NFI = Net Farm Income ($1000); RRE = Rate of Return on Equity (%) = (NFl/Avg. net worth);
LEV = Leverage = (total debt/net worth).

Ui
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southern reservation conditions are assumed ($450 land prices, 55

bushe' wheat yields, and 1 ton pea yields).

The fact that leverage ratios exceed 2. 5 ($2. SO debt per dollar

of equity) in all of the runs is indicative of an excessive rate of

expansion, even though the ratios do stabilize and eventually decline

for all runs. This indicates that unless the Enterprise is extremely

fortunate in obtaining low land prices, it could probably not arrange

to finance wheat/pea land purchases at the rate of 500 acres per year.

Analysis pf Irrigated Wheat Expans ion

Expansion Procedure

The initial five years of this strategy are a straight wheat/fallow

expansion. Again, the assumptions are identical to the wheat/fallow

base run in Table 11. In 1981, an irrigation system capable of irri-

gating either 120 acres of land valued up to $550 per acre, or 200

acres of land valued greater than $550, is purchased. 15 Additional

irrigation systems are purchased annually through 1985.

Base Run Analysis

The land value for the base run of the irrigated wheat expansion

'5The difference in irrigable acres between the lower and higher
priced lands is due to the superior water retention capabilities of the
higher valued land.
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is $750 per acre. The wheat yield is 110 bushels. Here it is assumed

that one irrigation system is capable of supplying sufficient water for

200 acres of wheat.

The financial indicators of Table 13 show base strategy 3. 0 to be

quite successful. NFl and RRE increase substantially during the

irrigated wheat expansion years. In fact, NFl and RRE are quite

comparable with the wheat/pea base run strategy. But leverage with

irrigated wheat is much lower than with wheat/pea. This is because

of the smaller land purchase- -200 versus 500 acres -more than corn-

pensates for the increased capital needed for irrigation. It also should

be noted that with irrigated wheat, the intermediate term debt is high.

This is due to irrigation system purchases. Simulation results mdi-

cate there is some difficulty meeting intermediate debt obligations

with a 200 acre irrigation system, ard with only 120 acres of irrigated

wheat, the operation has significant trouble generating sufficient

income to meet intermediate debt payments.

The results of the various yield and land value assumptions

summarized in Table 13 indicate that irrigated wheat becomes a

financially sound venture only on the higher valued north reservation

lands ($650 and $750 per acre) which are physically capable of sup-

porting 200 acre irrigation systems. Rates of return on south reser

vation lands, where one well will irrigate only 120 acres and where

the lands will produce only 60-80 bushels under irrigation, are too



Table 13. A summary of economic and financial projections for irrigated wheat expansion

Assumptions
Land Irrigation

Crop Yield Value Expansion System
2Strategy Alternative (unit/acre) ($/acre) (acre/yr) (years) Cost3 Indicator 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985

3.0 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400
Irr. wheat 110 bu 750

3. 1 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400
Irr. wheat 60 bu 400

3.2 wheat/fallow 4Sbu 400
Irr. wheat 70 bu 400

3.3 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400
Irr. wheat 70 bu 550

3.4 wheat/fallow 4Sbu 400
Irr. wheat 95 bu 550

3.5 wheat/fallow 45bu 400
Irr. wheat 110 bu 550

3.6 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400
Irr. wheat 110 bu 650

500 77-80 NFl
200 '81-85 $82, 100 RRE

LEV

500 '77-80 NFl
120 '81-85 $68,000 RRE

LEV

500 '77-80 NFl
120 '81-85 $68,000 RRE

LEV
500 '77-'80 NFl
120 '81-'85 $68,000 RRE

LEV

500 '77-'80 NFl
120 '81-85 $68,000 RRE

LEV

500 '77-80 NFl
120 '81-85 $68,000 RRE

LEV
500 '77-'80 NFl
200 '81-'85 $76,200 RRE

LEV

- 0.8 9.0 39.5 110.6 189.3
- 0.2 2.1 8.6 19.7 26.3

1.0 1.7 2.4 2.5 2.2
- 0.8 9.0 3.2 2.0 0.2

0. 2 2. 1 0. 7 0.4 - 0. 1
1.0 1.7 2.3 2.5 2.6

- 0.8 9.0 7.4 14.6 24.6
- 0.2 2.1 1.6 3.1 4.8

1.0 1.7 2.3 2.4 2.4
- 0.8 9.0 6.5 11.7 18.7
- 0.2 2.1 1.4 2.5 3.7

1.0 1.7 2.3 2.6 2.6
- 0.8 9.0 17.0 43.2 75.9
- 0.2 2.1 3.6 8.5 13.1

1.0 1.7 2.3 2.4 2.2
- 0.8 9.0 23.3 62.1 107.4
- 0.2 2.1 5.0 11.9 17.1

1.0 1.7 2.3 2.3 2.0
- 0.8 9.0 41.4 116.4 197.9
- 0. 2 2. 1 8. 9 20.4 26. 9

1.0 1.7 2.4 2.4 2.0
1Wheat price is $3. 50/bu for all alternatives.
2NFI = Net Farm Income ($1000); RRE = Rate of Return on Equity (%) = (NFl/Avg. net worth); LEV = Leverage = (total debt/net worth).
3lrrigation system cost per 200 acres in strategies 3.0 and 3.6, per 120 acres in strategies 3.1-3.5.

-.1
00



low to be viable. This rules out most of the south reservation for

irrigated wheat.

The results also show that it takes a combination of soils where

a well will irrigate 200 acres and which will produce more than 100

bushels of wheat under irrigation to make it possible to achieve

returns which are comparable to those from dryland wheat/pea pro-

duction. Not all north reservation lands meet this requirement.

Analysis of Irrigated Alfalfa Expansion

Expansion Procedure

The expansion strategy for alfalfa presented some difficulty in

attempting to rrake it comparable with other crop expansions.

Alfalfa requires an establishment year, from which no income is

derived, followed by five to seven years of production.
16 The estab-

lishment year requires a significant cash outlay, while rio income is

generated to offset this expense.

The expansion procedure followed in the simulation runs was to

have the base run wheat/fallow strategy for 1976, 1977, and 1978.

Beginning in 1979, 160 acres of irrigated alfalfa is added yearly until

1981. For 1982 through 1985, the model assumes that no more land

five-year production perioc was assumed for the simulation
model.



is purchased and that production remains constant. With this expan-

sion strategy the financial effects of the establishment years plus

the effects during the full production years of 198Z-1985, may be

projected.

Base Run Analysis

The alfalfa base run assumes a 6 ton yield on $750 per acre

land. The financial indicators of Table 14 show NFl and RRE as

negative during the 1979 through 1981 period. The cash balance also

turns negativeduring this period. (Appendix Table 11). These trends

are the result of high cash outlays for alfalfa establishment. 17 Dur-

ing the u1l-pradu.ction years of 198Z through 1985, NFl, RRE, and the

cashbalancemake a recovery, but this recovery does not appear to

be strong enough to offset the losses incurred during establishment

years.

To summarize simulation resuits there would be difficulty in

meeting intermediate debt requirements duriig the establishment

years. From a strictly financialviewpoint, alfalfa does not appear

'7The irrigation system costs assume water is being pumped
from a stream or ditch adjacent to the field being irrigated. The
$30,000 system assumes a small elevation gains while the $45,000
system assumes an elevation gain of greater than 250 feet. Simula-
tion showed that it would not be possiMe to obtain positive returns for
alfalfa production in cases where the full $65, 000-$75, 000 costs of a
well irrigation system were necessary.



Table 14. A summary of economic and financial projections for alfalfa expansion

Strategy
Crop

Alternative
Yield

(unit/acre)

Assumptions 1

Land
Value Expansion

($/acre) (acre/yr) (years)

Irrigation
System

Cost3 2Indicator 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985

4.0 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 77-'78 NFl - 0.8 -31.5 -11.8 45.6 57.9alfalfa 6 ton 750 160 79-'81 $30, 000 RRE - 0 2 6.7 3. 1 11. 1 12.0
LEV 1.0 1.8 2.7 2.1 1.7

4.1 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 '77-'78 NFl - 0. 8 -28. 1 -18.0 28.6 39.4alfalfa 5 ton 350 160 t79I8l $30,000 RRE - 0.2 - 7.0 5.0 7.0 9.0
LEV 1.0 1.7 2.2 1.8 1.5

4.2 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 77-'78 NFL - 0. 8 -28. 1 0.6 60.2 69.9alfalfa 6 ton 350 160 79-'8l $30, 000 RRE - 0. 2 7. 0 0. 1 14.0 13. 0
LEV - 1.0 1.7 2.1 1.5 1.2

4.3 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 '77-'78 NFL - 0.8 -33.3 -21.8 35.8 49.0alfalfa 6 ton 350 160 T79_8l $45, 000 RRE - 0.2 8.0 6.0 9.0 11.0
LEV 1.0 1.8 2.3 1.8 1.5

4.4 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 '77-'78 NFl - 0. 8 -36. 7 -34.3 20.3 31. 1alfalfa 6 ton 750 160 '79-'81 $45, 000 RRE - 0.2 9.0 -10.0 6.0 8.0
LEV 1.0 1.9 3.0 2.4 2.1

4.5 wheat/fallow 45 bu 400 500 177178 NFL - 0.8 -36.7 -15.7 52.2 67.3alfalfa 7 ton 750 160 '79-'81 $45, 000 RRE 0.2 9. 0 4.4 12. 9 14.0
LEV 1.0 1.9 2.7 2.2 1.7

'Wheat price is $3. 50/bu and alfalfa price is $55. 00/ton for all alternatives.
2NFI = Net Farm Income ($1000); RRE = Rate of Return on Equity (%) = (NFl/Avg. net worth); LEV = Leverage = (total debt/net worth)
3lrrigation system cost per 80 acres.



to offer the potential of other crop strategies.

Varying the yield and land value assumptions does not seem to

change the overall financial picture. ven with $350 land, the money

making potential does not improve significantly.

Composite Expansion Strategy

Through the use of the Farm Simulation Model, the financial and

economic potential of various simplified expansion strategies have

been analyzed. The results of the analysis provide the basis for

developing a composite expansion strategy that offers a favorable

opportunity for success. This composite strategy ieeds to answer

the following questions:

1. What crops should be grown?

2. At what rate can the enterprise afford to purchase land?

3. What amount of land should be leased?

Rationale for a Composite Strategy

In the analysis of the wheat/fallow expansion, it was determined

that to purchase 500 acres per year is a tremendously rapid expan-

sion from the viewpoint of financial capacity. On the other hand,

expansion with strictly leased lands does not utilize the full financial

capacity of the enterprise, and it probably would not meet the objec-

tives outlined in Chapter 1. These factors indicate that a well



planned combination of land leasing and purchase offers the best

opportunity for success. By creating a lease/buy strategy it should be

possible to maintain the leaverage ratio within an acceptable range.

Income generated from the leased land may be used to help finance the

real estate debt.

Until the Farm Enterprise Committee establishes its ability to

manage a more rapid expansion under wheat/fallow production, it is

not likely that expansion of land purchase under alternate crops would

be possible for the enterprise. Thus, the composite expansion

strategy will consist strictly of a wheat/fallow operation.

Once again, using the simulation model, the number of wheat/

fallow acres purchased and leased each expansion year will be varied.

Through this method, the most advantageous lease/buy combination

can be determined. The basic assumptions made for the farm simu-

lation model remain the same, 18 with the oie exception that the initial

cash balance is now assumed to be $Z00, 000. This later change was

made in view of the cash shortages which frequently arose under the

previous simulation runs, and also reflects an updated appraisal of

the financial status of the Farm Enterprise.

Land purchase and lease combinations simulated for the com-

posite wheat/fallow expansion are shown in Table 15. For each

p. 60-63.



Table 15. Land purchase and lease combinations simulated for composite wheat/fallow expansion.

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Total

Composite Strategy A

Additional purchase 0 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 2250
Additional lease 500 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 2750

Composite Strategy B

Additional purchase 0 350 350 350 350 350 35 350 350 350 3150
Additional lease 500 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 1850

Composite Strategy C

Additional purchase 0 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 3150
Additional lease 600 0 300 150 100 300 250 150 0 0 1850



composite strategy the land purchase price and wheat yields on both

purchased and leased land were varied. The 1, 280 acres of land

owned by the tribe at the beginning of 1976 is valued at $340 per acre

and is assumed to produce 45 bushels for all strategies.

In each of the expansion strategies total acreage in the operation

by the end of 1985 is 6,280. It is the amount of acres leased and pur-

chased each expansion year that is varied. Results indicate that

Net Farm Income and Rate of Return on Owner Equity remain nearly

the same for each of the expansion strategies. As expected however,

as the number of acres leased increases, the leaverage ratio

decreases.

The financial indicators for composite strategy B are given in

Table 16. This strategy was chosen for presentation because it offers

a reasonable amount of expansion through land purchase, 3, 150 acres

by the end of 1985, while maintaining the enterprise on sound financial

grounds. With composite Strategy A leaver age was lower than in

Strategy B because of smaller land purchases but NFl and RRE were

nearly the same.

In composite Strategy C the largest land leases occurred in the

years that expensive machinery purchases were made. This was done

to test the hypothesis that income from the leased land would help

offset the cost of the machinery. This indeed proved to be the case

as NFl did improve over the constant lease acreage expansion of



Table 16. A summary of economic and financial projections for composite epans ion Strategy

A s s umpti
Yield

70-30 Value
Crop of Land

Composite Crop Share Purchase ExpansionStrategy Alternative Purchase Lease ($!acre) (acre/yr) (years) bIndicator 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985
B wheat/fallow 45 bu 45 bu 400 500 '76 -85 NFl 6. 8 16. 7 20. 8 36. 1 54. 6

RRE 1.3 3.2 3.6 5.8 7.9
LEV .7 1.1 1.5 1.7 1.8

B. 1 wheat/fallow 45 bu 45 ha 550 500 '76-'85 NFl 4.1 8.5 7.3 17.3 30.7
RRE .8 1.6 1.3 3.0 5.0
LEV .8 1.4 2.0 2.4 2.7

B. 2 wheat/fallow 45 ha 60 ba 550 500 176185 NFl 18. 8 30. 1 35. 8 52. 6 72. 8
RRE 3.7 5.4 5.7 7.6 9.4
LEV .8 1.3 1.8 2.0 2.1

B. 3 wheat/faflow 60 bu 60 bu 550 500 '76-'85 NFl 28.0 57.7 81.7 116.9 155.5
RRE 5.4 9. 9 12. 1 14 5 16. 1

LEV .8 1.2 1.6 L7 1.7
aWheat price is $3. 50/bu. for all alternatives.
bNFI = Net Farm Income ($1000); RRE = Rate of Return on Equity (%) = (NFl/Avg. net worth); LEV = Leverage = (Totaldebt/net worth).



Strategy B. From these results it appears that to increase leased

acreage inyears that large machinery purchases are to be made is a

viable means of decreasing the financial burden of purciase by secur-

ing more complete equipment utilization. The increases in NFl are

not substantially larger, but do appear to be worthwhile. For example,

NFl for Strategy B. 3 (Table 16) in 1981 is $81,700, for Strategy C it

is $89,000.
I

Analysis of Composite Strategy B

Composite Strategy B may be compared to the base-run wheat!

fallow expansion (Table 11) where 500 acres per year are being pur

chased at a price of $400 per acre. Under composite Strategy B the

leaverage ratio in 1985 is an acceptable 1.8, whereas the 1985 base-

run leaverage is a precarious 3. 5. Thus, the composite expansion

Strategy B appears to be financially viable The 1985 RRE of 7. 9

percent under the composite strategy base assumptions is stil.l some-

what low.

The financial indicators for composite Strategy B. 3. show the

expansion to be quite successful. NFl and RRE increase steadily

throughout the expansion years. y 1985 the leaverage ratio is a

sound 1. 7. This indicates that the Committee would be able to finance

the yearly purchase of 35Q acres of $550 land. The key factor in the

success of this expansion is the additional cash flow which is generated



by the leased land. In 1976, 500 acres of wheat/fallow land is leased,

this helps in financing and making better utilization of the machinery

complement that is purchased. An additional 150 acres are leased

each of the following expansion years. These leases provide addi-

tional cash flow that is necessary to help finance the land purchases.

Table 17 presents a full cash flow summary for composite Strategy

B. 3. Note that the ending cash balance remains positive throughout

the expansion period and increases strongly in the later years. Con-

trast this with the negative cash balances of the wheat/fallow expan-

sion when 500 acres per year are being purchased (Appendix Table 1).

The favorable impact on the cash flow from the leased land becomes

obvious.

Another interesting observation may be made by contrasting

composite Strategies B. 1 and B. Z (Table 16). The only difference

between these runs is the yield upon the leased land. For B. 1 the

yield is 45 bushels, depicting southern reservation conditions, and

for B. 2 the yield is 60 bushels, depicting northern reservation capa-

bilities. The financial indicators for Strategy B. 1 show the expansion

to be unsound, LFV is high and RRE is unacceptably low. Now

observe the financial indicators for Strategy B. 2. Leverage is sub-

stantially lower than in Strategy B. 1 and RRE has improved to a low,

but acceptable level. Leasing more productive northern reservation

land makes it possible to finance the purchase of marginally profitable



Table 17. Cash flow projections for composite Strategy B. 3.

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Cash Inflows
1) Crop sales 140, 175 188,738 237,300 285,863 334,425 382,988 431,550 480, 113 528,675 577,2382) Interest on cash reserves 7,946 9,158 9,048 10,071 10,496 12,561 14,664 17,074 18,871 22,785
3) Total cash inflow (1+2) 148,121 197,896 246,348 295,934 344,921 395,549 446,214 497, 187 547,546 600,023

Cash Outflows
4) Operating expense 109,967 141,378 174,382 202,932 231,371 267, 189 300,431 328,502 356,250 385, 1735) Capital expenditures 176,000 192,500 251,300 192,500 206,500 277,700 256,300 192,500 213,300 192,500
6) Payment of debt principal 31, 375 76, 710 96, 992 130, 918 106, 580 125, 230 156, 195 183, 042 166, 658 176, 875
7) Total cash outflow (4+5+6) 317,342 410,588 522,674 526,350 544,451 670, 119 712,926 704,044 736,208 754,548

Cash Available
8) Net cash from operation (3-7) -169, 221 -212,692 -276, 326 -230,416 199, 530 -274, 570 -266, 712 206, 857 188, 662 -154,525
9) Beginning cash balance 200,000 161,680 152,092 139,917 137,629 181,918 215,588 234,996 266,731 329,222

10) Net cash available (8+9) 30,779 - 51,012 -124,234 90,499 61,901 92,652 -51,124 28,139 78,069 174,697

Loan Structure
11) Borrow, short term 10,00O 35,000 60,000 75,000 90,000 100,000 110,000 120,000 130,000 140,000
12) Borrow, intermediate term 104,300 0 41, 160 0 9, 800 68, 000 45, 000 0 15, 000 0
13) Borrow, long term 21,600 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000
14) Total borrowing (11+12+13) 135,900 215,000 281, 160 255,000 279,800 348,000 335,000 300,000 325,000 320,000

Cash Balance
15) Corporate income tax

equivalenta 4,999 11,896 17,009 26,872 35,981 39,760 48,880 61,408 73,847 86,701
16) Ending cashbalance ((10+14)-15) 161,680 152,092 139,917 137,629 181,918 215,588 234,996 266,731 329,222 407,996

aThl5 represents the amount of Federal income tax which a private (non-tribal) corporate business would have to pay. In the case of a
tribal business, this amount could be retained to help finance the business itself or it might be transferred to other tribal uses.



lands on the southern part of the reservation. From a profit maxi-

mization viewpoint Strategy B. 2 is not an optimal solution, but con-

sidering the Tribe's land consolidation goal, the strategy does present

a potential pathway towards achieving that goal. 19 To lease northern

reservation land seems to be a viable niethocl to help generate the

cash flow needed for financing land purchases.

When leased, southern reservation 45-50 bushel wheat/fallow

land also generated sufficient income to favorably affect the cash flow,

but not to the degree of northern reservation lands.

Simulation results have shown that to expand the tribal agricul-

tural operation from its present 1,300 acres to 6,000 over the next

ten years by strictly land purchases could place an excessive strain

on the financial capacity of the enterprise. But a lease purchase

strategy such as has been described in this section offers a feasible

amount of land to be purchased (approximately 3, 150 acres over a ten

year period) while at the same time maintaining a strong financial

position.

Tribal Tax Advaitage

A tribal entity is not subject to either state and federal income

taxes or state land taxes. This gives the Farm Enterprise Committee

19Chapter I, p. 4.
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a considerable cost advantage over non-Indian farmers.

The amount of federal corporate income tax that the Committee

would have to pay if it were not tax-exempt was computed by the simu-

lation model. Estimates of these tax payments are shown in the

"corporate tax equivalent!? column of the cash flow appendix tables.

In some instances, the tax advantage enjoyed by the FEC reaches in

excess of $100, 000 by the end of 1985. State income and property tax

payments would increase this figure even more.

State land tax estimates were not included in the simulation

analysis. In recent years the land tax for the reservation area has

been about 2 percent of accessed valuation. This means that on $350

per acre land the tribe has approximately a $7 per acre cost advantage

over non-Indians

An example of the tax advantage enjoyed by the tribe using 1985

of wheat/fallow expansion strategy 1. 0 as a basis follows:

Federal Corporate Tac Equivalent $12, 112
State Property Tax (assuming $350 land,

5,780 acres, and .02 tax rate) 40,460
Total Estimates 1985 Tax2° $52, 572

Assuming a 45 bushel wheat yield means a $. 40 per bushel tax

advantage for the tribe. This translates into an $18 per acre tribal

20State income tax estimate not included in this example.
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tax advantage. Using a capitalization rate of six percent the tribe

could theoretically pay $300 per acre more than a non-Indian. Of

course, the tribal tax advantage will vary with the size and financial

performance of the farm enterprise. However, this example does

illustrate that the benefit of not having to pay state or federal taxes

gives the tribe a significant competitive edge over non-Indian farmers.

Special note should be made that the 70-30 crop share lease

agreement which was used for the composite epans ion strategies per-

tains to the typical arrangement found on allotted reservation land.

This allotted land is not subject to state land tax and allottees do not

have to pay tax on their share of the income. However, on deeded

land the owners must pay property and income taxes. Foz this reason

the usual lease agreement on deeded land is a 60-40 crop share

[Gr eer].

Since the general leasing pattern that has evolved around the

reservation area is that non-Indian farmers tend to supplement their

land base by leasing allotted Indian land, it does not seem likely that

any significant amount of deeded land would be available for lease by

the Farm Enterprise Committee. If the FEC decides to enter into

lease agreements, they will probably be on allotted lands.
21

21Several Indiar allottees have indicated interest in leasing to
the FEC.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to identify and evaluate the

financial and economic alternatives availabl to the Confederated

Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation for expanding their tribal

farming enterprise. The environment in which the Farm Enterprise

must function is somewhat different from that of the non-Indian

farmer. The reservation land base has become fractionalized between

three types of land ownership; trust, allotted, and deeded lands.

This makes it difficult to organize agricuI.tural land purchase and

development.

Lack of control over reservation lands poses many problems

to the Umatillas. These include loss of potential income and employ-

ment opportunities, as well as increased urbanization pressures from

the city of Pendieton. Tribal leaders see an expanded farm enterprise

as a means to consolidate their land holdings and deal with these

problems. Land consolidation is viewed by the Tribe especially as a

means to help control urbanization pressures. Thus, the tribal farm

expansion effort represents more than purely monetary goals.

Recent tribal planning documents have called for expanding the Farm

Enterprise operations to about 6,000 acres over the next ten years,

in order to meet these goals.



Chapter II presented a brief description of reservation

resources, as well as an evaluation of the crop and marketing alterna-

tives available to the Farm Enterprise. Wheat, which has been the

dominant crop grown in the reservation area, along with green peas

and alfalfa seem to be viable crop alternatives. Other crops such as

sugar beets, onions, and carrots can biologically be grown on some

reservation lands, but formidable marketing problems eliminated

them from further economic cons icTeraion.

Sources and terms of finance were discussed in Chapter 111.

Land purchases during the expansion effort will place the greatest

strain on the financial solvency of the Farm Enterprise. Inability of

the Tribe to mortgage trust ancjs under current BIA regulations may

make long-term credit difficult to obtain. Perhaps the best potential

source of finance is the Farmers Home Administration. FmHA

offers special tribal land loans at 5 percent rate of interest and 100

percent financing. Taking full advantage of this program may require

special legislation which permits purchased lands to be Iield in

mortgage.

The BIA Revolving Loan Fund offers short, intermediate, and

long-term loans, which have been used by the Farm Enterprise in the

past to finance land purchases. Under the Indian Finance Act of 1974

the interest rate for Revolving Loan Fund money is base4 on the

average yield of marketable government securities. Prior to the Act
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the rate was 5. 5 percent, now it fluctuates between 8 and 9 percent.

Thus, credit from the Fund is available, but at a higher cost than in

past years.

Private sources of finance may, at first, be cautious about

advancing credit to a tribal enterprise, but if the FEC can establish

itself as a profitable business venture, private financing could become

more readily available. The Indian Finance Act Loan Guaranty Pro-

gram, intended to help Tribes obtain private financing, has met with

only limited success. The main problem with IFA loan guarantees is

the large amount of paperwork involved and the resulting transaction

costs.

A Farm Simulation Model capable of projecting potential eco-

nomic and financial outcomes of various expansion strategies was

introduced in Chapter IV. Strategies of expansion that incorporated

viable crop alternatives were outlined. Estimates of production,

machinery, and irrigation costs for the various alternative expansion

strategies were also presented. Analysis of the simulation results

indicated that to expand the Farm Enterprise to 6,000 acres over a

ten year period through purchases of wheat/fallow land would place a

tremendous strain on the financial capacity of the business. A

wheat/pea rotation does improve the cash flow, but still the rate of

expansion would probably be excessive.



Irrigation of both wheat and alfalfa were considered as alterna-

tive means of expansion. It was shown, however, that funds must be

diverted from land purchases to help finance the irrigation systems,

thus the rate of expansion (land purchase) slows considerably. This

may be at odds with tribal land consolidation goals. Irrigated wheat

proved to be financially viable, but simulation results did indicate

that the business would experience some difficulty meeting intermedi-

ate debt obligations necessary to cover cash outlays for the irrigation

systems, even if the rate of expansion were only ZOO acres per year.

Results also indicated that even under northern reservation conditions

--where well will irrigate ZOO acres- -wheat yields of 100 bushels

per acre would be necessary for irrigated wheat to be financially

feasible. While such yields have been obtained on experimental plots

in the area, they have not yet become a widespread commercial

reality.

Simulation results indicated that irrigated alfalfa simply does

not generate sufficient cash flow to make it an attractive alternative.

The short growing season of the reservation area also hinders

alfalfa's economic potential.

An expansion strategy which combines both land leasing and

purchase (and dryland wheat production) was shown by the simulation

analysis to offer the Farm Enterprise Committee a favorable potential

for success. Several lease/purchase strategies were simulated.
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Results indicated that it would be financially feasible to purchase

approximately 3, 150 acres of wheat land over a ten year expansion

period, if these purchases were supplemented with nearly 1,850 acres

of leased land. 22
Income generated from wheat production on the

leased land improved the enterprise's cash flow and, thus, helped to

finance the land purchases.

Final Conclusions

In any economic study the fina.I results and conclusions depend

upon the many assumptions made at the very beginning of the investi-

gation. Different assumptions can lead to very different results.

Recognizing this fallibility, some of the prime conclusions to be drawn

from this study will now be presented.

The first point to be understood is that financing the initial

stages of the farm expansion effort may be difficult. The enterprise

will be taking on debt at a very rapid pace and lending institutions,

both public and private, will be watching the financial performance of

the business with close scrutiny. It is imperative that the FEC oper-

ate at a profit during these i.nitia.l years. If this can be done, the

willingness of lenders to advance credit to the Farm Enterprise should

22These acreages are meant only to indicate the general direc
tion that a lease/pi4rchase strategy might take. They are not
absolutes.



improve. The Economic Development Administration has set a

precedent by making non-reimbursable grants to tribal farm enter-

perises in both Idaho and Washington. Such a grant would greatly help

the FEC establish itself during the iitia1 expansion years. To expand

the Farm Enterprise to 6,000 acres over the next ten years through

strictly land purchases does not appear to be financially feasible

without such grants. Nevertheless, given its current resources, the

tribe is fully capable of such an expansion if it is based on a well

planned combination of land leasing and purchase. One of the goals of

the tribal agricultural expansion is to maintain as much reservation

land as possible in agriculture. Leasing land achieves this goal, as

well as providing additional cash flow necessary to acquire and bring

more land into Indian ownership. However, leasing does not remove

the landowner's incentive to sell hs land for non-agricultural use,

should the right opportunity present itself.
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Appendix Table 1. Cash flow projections for an expanded wheat/fallow farming operation (Strategy 1).

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Cash rnflows
I) Crop sales 100,800 140,175 179,550 218,925 258,300 297,675 337,050 376,425 415,800 455,1752) Interest on cash reserves 4,945 5,269 4,048 3,563 2,320 2,818 2, 174 2,593 1, 858 2,413
3) Total cash inflow (1+2) 105,745 145,444 183,598 222,488 260,620 300,493 339,224 379,018 417,658 457,588

Cash Outflows
4) Operating expense 92,894 125,318 161,174 190,263 219,750 254,931 292,214 321,999 351,608 383,2905) Capital expenditures 176,000 200,000 258,800 200,000 214,000 233,200 315,800 200,000 220,800 200,0006) Payment of debt principal 31,375 76,756 97, 135 131, 159 106, 920 119,559 145, 279 179, 074 176, 714 181, 980
7) Total cash outflow (4+5+6) 300,269 402,074 517, 109 521,422 540,670 607,690 753,293 701,073 749, 122 765,270

Cash Available
8) Net cash from operation (3-7) -194, 524 -256,630 -333, 511 -298, 934 -280, 050 -307, 197 -414, 069 -322, 055 -331,464 -307,6829) Beginning cash balance 140,000 81,376 49,609 7,258 28,390 22,687 21,307 57,133 - 75,536 - 80,737

10) Net cash available (8+9) 54, 524 -175, 254 -283,902 -291,676 -308, 440 -329, 884 -435,376 -379, 188 -407, 000 -388, 419
Loan Structure
11) Borrow, shortterm 10,000 35,000 60,000 75,000 90,000 100,000 110,000 120,000 130,000 140,00012) Borrow, intermediate term 104,300 0 41, 160 0 9,800 23,240 81,600 0 14, 500 013) Borrow, longterm 21,600 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000
14) Total borrowing (11+12+13) 135,900 225,000 291, 160 265,000 289,800 313,240 381,600 310,000 334,500 330,000

Cash Balance
15) Corporate income tax

equivalenta 0 137 0 1,714 4,047 4,658 3,357 6,348 8,237 12,112
16) Ending cash balance ((10+14)-is) 81,376 49, 609 7,258 - 28,390 22, 687 21,307 57, 133 75, 536 80, 737 - 70, 531

aThS represents the amount of Federal income tax which a private (non-tribal) corporate business would have to pay. In the case of atribal business, this amount could be retained to help finance the business itself or it might be transferred to other tribal uses.

N)



Appendix Table 2. Economic and financial projections for wheat/fallow expansion (Strategy 1).
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

I)Farmincome -11,595 -4,644 -7,175 3,110 11,832 13,507 9,632 19222 27,822 35,5142) Total debt 275,684 423,928 617,952 751,794 934,674 1,128,354 1,364,676 1,495,601 1,653,387 1,801,4073) Cash balance 81, 375 49, 607 7,257 -28, 391 -22,688 -21, 304 -57, 130 -75, 535 -80, 736 -70, 5314) Real assets 621, 038 801, 536 1,034,785 1,219,233 1,396,515 1,600,478 1,881,075 2,045,871 2,230,301 2,393, 9315) Total assets
(3+4) 702,413 851, 144 1,042,042 1,180,842 1,373, 826 1,579,194 1,823,944 1,970, 336 2, 149, 565 2,323,4006) Net worth
(5-2) 426, 729 427, 216 424, 089 429, 048 439, 153 450, 819 459, 268 474, 735 496, 178 521, 9937) Return on

equity (1 6) -2.9% -1.1% -1.7% .7% 2.7% 3.0% 2.1% 4.1% 5.7% 7.0%8) Leverage
(2- 6) .65 .99 1.46 1.75 2.12 2.50 2.97 3.15 3.33 3.45

Li.)



Appendix Table 3. Cash flow projections for wheat/fallow, assuming custom farming (Strategy Ia).

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Cash Inflows

1) Crop sales 100,800 140,175 179,550 218,925 258,300 297,765 337,050 376,425 418,800 455,1752) Interest on cash reserves 8,530 9,461 10,446 10,797 11,047 10,946 10,718 10,418 10,009 9,484
3) Total cash inflow (1+2) 109,330 149, 636 189, 996 229, 722 269, 347 308, 621 347, 768 386, 843 425, 809 464,650

Cash Outflows
4) Operating expense 98,834 140,601 182,006 222,541 262,582 302,638 339,646 378,925 418,191 457,6435) Capital expenditures 0 200, 000 200, 000 200, 000 200, 000 200, 000 200, 000 200, 000 200, 000 200, 0006) Payment of debt principal 15,620 38,426 65,280 81,651 98,346 110,313122,319 134,365 146,452 158,581
7) Total cash outflow (4+5+6) 114,454 379,027 447,286 504, 192 560,928 612,951 661,965 713,290 764,643 816,224

Cash Available
8) Net cashfrom operation (3-7) - 5,124 -229,391 -257, 290 -274,470 -291, 581 -304,330 -314,197 -326,447 -338, 834 -351, 5659) Beginning case balance 140,000 165,230 159,915 151,931 141,945 129,939 115,357 99,373 81, 184 60,675

10) Net cash available (8+9) 134,876 - 64,161 - 97,375 -122,539 -149,636 -174,391 -198,840 -227,074 -257,650 -290,890
Loan Structure

11) Borrow, shortterm 10,000 35,000 60,000 75,000 90,000 100,000 110,000 120,000 130,000 140,00012) Borrow, intermediate term 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 013) Borrow, long term 21,600 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000
14) Total borrowing (11+12+13) 31,600 225,000 250,000 265,000 280,000 290,000 300,000 310,000 320,000 330,000

Cash Balance
15) Corporate income tax

equivalents- 1,246 924 694 516 425 252 1,787 1,742 1,675 1,543
16) Ending cash balance ((10+14)-15) 165,230 159,915 151,931 141,945 129,939 115,357 99,373 81,187 60,675 37,567

aThlS represents the amount of Federal income tax which a private (non-tribal) corporate business would have to pay. In the case of atribal business, this amount could be retained to help finance the business itself or it might be transferred to other tribal uses.
I.-.



Appendix Table 4. Economic and financial projections for wheat/fallow expansion, custom machinery hire.

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
1) Farm income 4,517 2,125 95 -1, 065 -1, 730 -2,413 -2,596 -2,499 -2,391 -2,468
2) Totaldebt 187, 139 373,714 558,433 741,782 923,436 1,103, 123 1,280,804 1,456,439 1,629,987 1,801,406
3) Cash balance 165,230 159,916 151,931 141,944 129,939 115,356 99,372 81, 184 60,674 37,566
4) Real assets 459, 706 654, 873 850, 040 1,045, 206 1,240,373 1,435, 540 1,635,540 1,835,540 2,035,540 2,235,540
5) Total assets

(3+4) 624,936 814,789 1,001,971 1,187,151 1,370,312 1,550,896 1,734,912 1,919,724 2,096,214 2,273, 106
6) Net worth

(5-2) 437,797 441,075 443,537 445,368 446,876 447,773 454,108 460,285 469,227 471,699
7) Return on

equity (1 6) 1.1% .5% .02% -.2% -.4% -.5% -.6% -.5% -.5% -.5%
8) Leverage

(2- 6) .43 .84 1.26 1.66 2.07 2.47 2.82 3.16 3.47 3.82

0
u-I



Appendix Table 5. Cash flow projections for wheat/fallow, assuming leased land (Strategy lb).

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Cash Inflows
1) Crop sales 100, 800 128, 800 156, 800 184, 800 212, 800 240, 800 268, 800 296, 800 324, 800 352, 800
2) Intereston cash reserves 4,945 5,993 5,551 6,032 5,852 7,560 8,291 10,241 11,138 13,351
3) Total cash inflow (1+2) 105,745 134,793 162,351 190,832 218,652 248,360 277,901 307,041 335,938 366,151

Cash Outflows
4) Operating expense 88,414 108,653 132,317 149,357 166,930 190,342 215,775 233,965 252, 125 272,469
5) Capital expenditures 176,000 0 58,800 0 14,000 33,200 115,800 0 20,800 0
6) Payment of debt principal 31,375 75,869 94,427 126,596 100,468 111,181 134,938 166,734 162,336 165525
7) Total cashoutfiow (4+5+6) 295,789 184,522 285,544 275,953 281,398 334,723 466,513 400,699 435,261 437,994

Cash Available
8) Net cash from operation (3-7) -190,044 49, 729 -123, 193 - 85, 121 - 62, 746 - 86, 363 -189,422 - 93,658 99, 323 - 71, 843
9) Beginning cash balance 140, 000 85, 856 69, 667 46, 645 32, 240 62, 180 91, 036 85, 833 100, 079 128, 012

10) Net cash available (8+9) 50, 044 36, 127 - 53, 526 - 38, 476 - 30, 506 - 24, 183 - 98, 386 - 7,825 756 56, 169

Loan Structure
11) Borrow, shortterm 10,000 35,000 60,000 75,000 90,000 100,000 110,000 120,000 130,000 140,000
12) Borrow, intermediate term 104,300 0 41,160 0 9,800 23,240 81,600 0 14,500 0
13) Borrow, long term 21,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14) Totalborrowing (11+12+13) 135,900 35,000 101,160 75,000 99,800 123,240 191,600 120,000 144,500 140,000

Cash Balance
15) Corporate income tax

equivalenta 0 1,460 989 4,284 7,114 8,021 7,381 12,096 17,244 21,745
16) Ending cash balance ((10+14)-15) 85,856 69,667 46,645 32,240 62,180 91,036 85,833 100,079 128,012 174,424

aThIS represents the amount of Federal income tax which a private (non-tribal) corporate business would have to pay. In the case of a
tribal business, this amount could be retained to help finance the business itself or it might be transferred to other tribal uses.



Appendix Table 6. Economic and financial projections for wheat/fallow, assuming leased land.

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

1) Farm income -7, 115 645 -1,070 9,891 19, 151 21,220 17,822 27,632 36,305 43,960
2) Total debt 275,684 234,816 241,548 189,950 189,292 201,341 258,002 211,268 193,432 167,907
3) Cashbalance 85,856 69,666 46,645 32,240 62,179 91,034 85,831 100,077 128,011 174,422
4) Real assets 621,038 601,536 634,785 609,233 596,515 600,478 681,075 645,872 630,301 593,932
5) Total assets

(3+4) 706,894 671,202 681,430 641,473 658,694 691,512 766,907 945,949 758,312 768,353
6) Net worth

(5-2) 431,209 436,386 439,883 451,522 469,411 490,171 508,904 534,681 564,880 600,446
7) Return on

equity (1 6) -1. 78% . 15% -.24% 2. 22% 4. 16% 4.42% 3. 57% 5.31% 6. 61% 7.55%
8) Leverage

(2--6) .64 .54 .55 .42 .40 .41 .51 .40 .34 .30

0



Appendix Table 7. Cash flow projections for wheat/pea production (Strategy 2).

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Cash Inflows
1) Crop Sales 100,800 140,175 179,550 218,925 258,300 357,675 457,050 556,425 655,800 755, 175
2) Interest on case reserves 4,945 5,269 4,048 3,563 3,023 2,481 3,096 4,620 5,988 10,054
3) Total cash inflow (1+2) 105,745 145,444 183,598 222,488 261,323 360, 156 460, 146 561,045 661,788 765,229

Cash Outflows
4) Operating expense 90,334 121,655 156,615 184,707 213,195 275,599 332,731 384,801 437,257 490,570
5) Capital expenditures 176,000 200,000 258,800 200,000 214,000 469,700 438,800 375,000 395,800 375,000
6)Paymentofdebtprincipal 31,375 76,756 97,135 131,159 106,920 126,406 159,072 187,647 173,163 184,394
7) Total case outflow (4+5+6) 297, 709 398,411 512, 550 515, 866 534, 115 871,705 930,603 947,448 1,006, 220 1,049,964

Cash Available
8) Net cash from operation (3-7) -191, 963 -252, 840 -328,678 -292, 885 -272, 792 -511, 549 -470, 457 -386, 403 -344,432 -284, 735
9) Beginning cash balance 140,000 83,637 54,789 16,821 - 14,649 - 3,974 - 9,577 7,904 15,758 80,772

10) Net cash available (8+9) 51,963 -169,203 -273,889 -276,064 -287,441 -515,523 480,034 -394,307 -328,674 -203,963

Loan Structure
11) Borrow, short term 10,000 35,000 60,000 75,000 90,000 100,000 110,000 120,000 130,000 140,000
12) Borrow, intermediate term 104,300 0 41,160 0 9,800 68,000 45,000 0 14,500 0
l3) Borrow, long term 21,600 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 356,000 356,000 356,000 356,000 356,000
14) Total borrowing (11+12+13) 135,900 225,000 291,160 265,000 289,800 524,000 511,000 476,000 500,500 496,000

Cash Balance
15) Corporate income tax

equiva1ent- 0 1,008 450 3,585 6,333 18,054 38,870 65,935 91,054 iis,i06
16) Ending cash balance (10+14)-15) 83,637 54,789 16,821 - 14,649 - 3,974 - 9,577 - 7,904 15,758 80,772 176,931

aThS represents the amount of Federal income tax which a private (non-tribal) corporate business would have to pay. In the case of a
tribal business, this amount could be retained to help finance the business itself or it might be transferred to other tribal uses.



Appendix Table 8. Economic and financial projections for wheat/pea expansion.

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

1) Farm income -8,865 -811 -2,276 9,006 18,726 47,345 88,992 136,297 181,369 227,431
2) Total debt 275, 684 423,928 617, 952 751, 794 934, 673 1,332,266 1,684, 195 1,972, 548 2, 299, 885 2,611,490
3) Cashbalance 83,637 54,789 16,821 -14,649 -3,974 -9,577 -7,904 15,758 80,772 176,931
4) Real assets 621, 508 802, 176 1,035,765 1,210,553 1,398, 173 1,833, 142 2,236,616 3,576, 288 2,934,924 3,272,749
5) Total assets

(3+4) 705, 145 856, 965 1,052,586 1, 195, 904 1,394, 199 1, 823, 565 2, 228, 712 2,592, 046 3,015,696 3,449,680
6) Net worth

(5-2) 429,460 433,036 434,632 444,110 459,526 491,298 544,516 619,498 715,811 838,189
7) Return on

equity(l 6) -2.2% -.2% -.5% 2.1% 4.2% 10.0% 17.2% 23.4% 27.1% 29.3%
8) Leverage

(2-i- 6) .64 .98 1.42 1.69 2.03 2.71 3.10 3.19 3.22 3.12



Appendix Table 9. Cash flow projection for irrigated wheat production starting in 1981 (Strategy 3).

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Cash Inflows
1) Crop sales 100,800 140,175 179,550 218,925 258,300 335,300 412,300 489,300 566,300 643,30Q
2) Interest on cash reserves 4,945 5,269 4,048 3,563 2,320 1,851 1,641 2,160 2,190 3,168
3) Total cash inflow (1+2) 105,745 145,444 183,598 222,488 260,620 337,151 413,941 491,460 568,490 646,468

Cash Outflows
4) Operating expense 90,334 121,655 156,615 184,707 213,195 257,124 296,468 330,302 363,598 394,606
5) Capital expenditures 176,000 200,000 258,800 200,000 214,000 317,300 295,900 232,100 252,900 232,100
6) Payment of debt principal 31,375 76,756 97,135 131,159 106,920 127,161 164,145 201,049 220,562 236,712
7) Total cash outflow (4+5+6) 297,709 398,411 512,550 515,866 534,115 701,585 756,513 763,451 837,060 863,418

Cash Available
8) Net cash from operation (3-7) -191,963 -252,840 -328,678 -292,885 -272,792 -364,434 -342,572 271,991 268,570 216,950
9) Beginning cashbalance 140,000 83,637 54,789 16,821 - 14,649 - 3,974 - 24,587 - 42,999 - 45,598 42,831

10) Net cash available (8+9) 51,963 -169,203 -273,889 -276,064 -287,441 -368,408 -367,589 -314,990 -314,168 -259,781

Loan Structure
11) Borrow, short term 10,000 35,000 60,000 75,000 90,000 100,000 110,000 145,189 169,657 192,606
12) Borrow, intermediate term 104,300 0 41,160 0 9,800 117,000 102,000 31,812 31,343 4,394
13) Borrow, long term 21,600 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 142,000 142,000 142,000 142,000 142,000
14) Total borrowing (11+12+13) 135,900 225,000 291,160 265,000 289,800 359,000 354,000 319,001 343,000 339,000

Cash Balance
15) Corporate income tax

equivalenta 0 1,008 450 3,585 6,333 15,179 29,840 49,609 71,662 93,521
16) Ending cash balance ((10+14)- 15) 83,637 54, 789 16, 821 - 14, 649 - 3,974 24, 587 - 42,999 45, 598 - 42, 831 - 14, 3tZ

aThS represents the amount of Federal income tax which a private (non-tribal) corporate business would have to pay. In the case of a
tribal business, this amount could be retained to help finance the business itself or it might be transferred to other tribal uses.
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Appendix Table 10. Economic and financial projections for irrigated wheat expansion.

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

1) Farm income -8,865 -811 -2,276 9,006 18,726 39,518 72,016 110,620 147,917 189,348
2) Total debt 275, 684 423, 928 617,952 751, 794 934, 673 1, 166, 512 1,356,367 1,474,317 1, 596, 756 1,699, 044
3) Cash balance 83, 637 54, 789 16, 821 -14, 649 -3, 974 -24, 587 -42, 999 -45, 598 -42, 831 -14,302
4) Real assets 621,508 802,176 1,035,765 1,210,553 1,398,173 1,676,816 1,928,900 2,112,621 2,310,736 2,483,491
5) Total assets

(3+4) 705, 145 856, 965 1,052,586 1,195,904 1,394, 199 1,652,229 1,885,901 2,067, 023 2,267,905 2,469, 189
6) Net worth

(5-2) 429,460 433,036 434,632 444,110 459,526 485,716 529,533 592,705 671,148 770,144
7) Return on

equity (1 6) -2.2% -.2% -.5% 2.1% 4.2% 8.6% 14.2% 19.7% 23.4% 26.3%
8) Leverage

(2 6) .64 .98 1.42 1.69 2.03 2.40 2. 56 2.49 2.38 z. ai
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Appendix Table 11. Cash flow projections for irrigated alfalfa production starting in 1979 (Strategy 4).

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Cash Inflows
1) Crop sales
2) Interest on cash reserves
3) Total cash inflow (1+2)

Cash Outflows
4) Operating expense
5) Capital expenditures
6) Payment of debt principal
7) Total cash outflow (4+5+6)

Cash Available
8) Net cash from operation (3-7)
9) Beginning cash balance

10) Net cash available (8+9)

Loan Structure
11) Borrow, short term
12) Borrow, intermediate term
13) Borrow, long term
14) Total borrowing (11+12+13)

Cash Balance
15) Corporate income tax

equivalenta

16) Ending cash balance ((10+14)-is)

100, 800 140, 175 179, 550 179, 550 232,350 285, 150 337,950 337,950 337, 950 337,950
4,946 5,396 4,322 3,281 774 0 0 0 0 0

105,746 145,571 183,872 182,831 233,124 285,150 337,950 337,950 337,950 337,950

90,334 121,655 156,615 182,102 220,305 257,680 263,601 257,878 251,954 245,533
176,000 200,000 258,800 184,500 224,300 180,000 0 0 0 0
31,375 76,756 97,135 102,574 127,252 174,585 199,151 189,718 174,582 118,167

297,709 398,411 512,550 469,176 571,857 612,265 462,752 447,596 426,536 363,700

-191,963 -252,840 -328,678 -286,345 -338,733 -327,115 -124,802 -109,646 - 88,586 25,750
140,000 83,937 55,089 17,121 - 35,224 97,975 -146,132 -136,496 -125,279 -107,263

- 51,963 -168,903 -273,589 -269,224 -373,957 -425,090 -270,934 -246,142 -213,865 -133,013

10,000 35,000 60,000 75,000 90,000 134,008 147,115 137,479 126,263 108,247
104,300 0 41,160 45,000 72,000 30,950 0 0 0 0
21,600 190,000 190,000 114,000 114,000 114,000 0 0 0 0

135,900 225,000 291,160 234,000 276,000 278,958 147,115 137,479 126,263 108,247

0 1,008 450 0 0 0 12,677 16,616 19,661 21,972
83, 937 55, 089 17, 121 - 35, 224 97, 975 -146, 132 -136,496 -125, 279 -107, 263 - 46, 738

aThI5 represents the amount of Federal income tax which a private (non-tribal) corporate business would have to pay. In the case of a
tribal business, this amount could be retained to help finance the business itself or it might be transferred to other tribal uses.



Appendix Table 12. Economic and financial projections for alfalfa expansion.

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

1) Farm income -8,865 -811 -2,276 -31,472 -23,929 -11,837 39,874 45,597 51,520 57,941
2) Total debt 275, 684 423, 928 617, 952 749, 379 898, 127 1,002,499 950,463 898, 224 849, 904 839, 983
3) Cash balance 83, 937 55, 082 17, 121 -35, 224 -97, 975 -146, 132 -136,496 -125, 279 -107, 263 -46, 738
4) Real assets 621,207 801,875 1,035,464 1,191,044 1,379,387 1,520,079 1,485,603 1,451, 128 1,416,652 1,382, 175
5) Total assets

(3+4) 705, 144 856, 964 1,052,585 1, 155, 820 1,281,412 1,373,947 1,349, 107 1,325, 849 1,309,389 1,335,437
6) Net worth

(5-2) 429,460 433,036 434,632 406,441 383,285 371,447 398,644 427,624 459,484 495,453
7) Return on

equity(1 6) -2.2% -.2% -.5% -6.7% -6.1% -3.1% 10.5% 11.1% 11.6% 12.0%
8) Leverage

(2- 6) .64 .98 1.42 1.84 2.34 2.70 2.39 2.10 1.85 1.69
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